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tllill ll OBSERVE ©
—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, TIIY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL, VI. WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1836. NO. 33.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
From Wilmot’s Lives of Sacred Poets.
“Herrick is usually admired as the gay writer of a beau­
tiful Anacreontic song, and one or two poems, of a more 
plaintive character. The Noble Numbers, contain some 
touching strains of religious devotion. In an early num­
ber of the Quarterly Review, there was an account of a vis­
it to Dean Priory, and of the writer’s endeavors to discov ­
er some memorials of the poet. His researches were un­
successful, but he met with an old woman in the parish who 
repeated with great exactness and propriety live of the No­
ble Numbers, which she called her prayers, and was accus­
tomed to recite to herself at night when unable to sleep----
Among them was the following exquisite
LITANY TO THE HOLY SPIRIT.
“In the hour of my distress,
When temptations me oppress,
And when I my sins confess,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When I lie within my bed,
Sick at heart, and sick in head,
And with doubts discomforted,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the house doth sigh and weep,
And the world is drown’d in sleep,
Yet mine eyes the watch to keep,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
• When the passing bell doth toll,
And the furies in a shoal,
Come to fright a parting soul,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the tapers now burn blue,
And the comforters are few,
And that number more than true;
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the priest his last hath pray’d,
And I nod to what is said,
Because my speech is now decay’d,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the tempter me pursu’th,
With the sins of all my youth,
And half damns me with untruth,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the flames and hellish cries,
Fright mine ears, and fright mine eyes,
And all terrors me surprise,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the judgment is reveal’d,
And that open’d which was seal’d,
When to Thee I have appeal’d,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.”
THE OBSERVE R
From the Christian Watchman.
PRAYER FOR THE INFLUENCES OF THE SPIRIT.
The following are some remarks made by 
Messrs. Wayland and Manly at a public confer­
ence on the subject of Foreign Missions, as al­
luded to in our last by our Hartford correspon­
dent and reported in the Christian Secretary. 
The remarks were made in support of a reso­
lution, offered by Dr. Wayland, the purport of 
which, was that as the fields to be occupied by 
the Board are multiplying and as success de­
pends wholly upon God’s blessing, we ought to 
pray for the influences of the Holy Spirit to 
give efficiency to our efforts. In sustaining this 
resolution, Dr. W. remarked:
He should say a few words on this subject 
with peculiar pleasure. He considered it as 
yielding in importance to no subject that could 
be proposed. Yet he feared that important as 
it may be, it is least remembered. We are too 
much accustomed to look to our instrumentality 
for the efficacy, and like those of old, offer sa­
crifice to our own net and burn incense to our 
own drag. Read the Acts of the Apostles and 
you'vill find that where the servants of Christ 
labored most zealously and successfully they 
uniformly ascribed all glory to God, as the ef­
ficient cause of their success. And throughout 
the Bible, the song of the redeemed on earth is 
the same as that of the redeemed in heaven— 
“unto him that loved us, and gave himself for 
us, be glory forever.”
Dr. W. then carried back his audience to Jer­
usalem, at the time when the Church first com­
menced her Missionary operations in compli­
ance with the commands of her ascending Lord. 
They were few and apparently public ; yet, 
obeying their Master’s command, and trusting 
him for the needed blessing they went forth to 
personal effort and the result was, that in a few 
years the gospel had rolled its tide of blessings 
over all the known nations. Now we have a 
multiplication of labourers, and an immense in­
crease of the moral machinery which seems fit­
ted to press onward the triumphs of Christian 
truth and love. But we do not see the large re­
sults which attended the simple toil of the prior 
itive disciples of Jesus. Where lies the diffi­
culty?
One grand difficulty is, that we are not suffi­
ciently sensible that the power is all of God.— 
He will have all the glory, and unless -ve are 
disposed to trust him for success, and then as­
cribe to him ail the praise,he will leave us to try 
our own strength unassisted and unblessed. He 
will have us feel that means, however well de­
vised—no scheme, however well executed, can 
accomplish the great end, the sanctification of 
man, without the influences of his Spirit. He 
saidhehad beenstruck with theremarkmade bya 
Hindoo to a missionary, who was wondering why 
his preaching had so little effect upon the lis­
tening pagans—“These are good words, but our 
hearts do not turn.” So it is—we may speak 
good words; and many of them—we may per­
form good deeds—and many of them—but 
without the Spirit of God; men’s hearts do not 
turn.
In regard to praying for the Holy Spirit, Dr. 
W. thought we restricted our views too much 
respecting the field of the Spirit’s operation.— 
He supposed it to be a common sentiment that 
the Spirit would not act upon the minds of the 
heathen without the Bible. This position lie 
doubted. The Holy Spirit acts by or in con­
nexion with the truth—moral truth. Hence 
he believed that the truths of natural religion 
might be employed by the Spirit in awakening 
the minds of benighted pagans, and if not con­
verting them yet preparing them for the recep­
tion of God’s words. The Karens are found 
prepared—prepared for the advent of the Gos­
pel among them, so that it is only necessary to
explain to them the way of life through Jesus
Christ, and they cordially and promptly believe. 
We may therefore pray, and he believed we 
ought to pray that the Spirit may thus act upon 
the nations of the earth and prepaie them for 
the ready welcoming of the Tract, the Bible, 
the Missionary.
We should pray for the Spirit’s influences 
upon the truth—revealed truth already com­
municated to the heathen through the medium 
of the press. God is able to carry every page 
of your 7,000,000 printed the past year into 
saving contact with as many hearts. The ac­
count will long be remembered of the Burman 
who received a single Tract from one of cur 
missionaries, and uninstructed bore it away to 
his native wilds. He read it with interest, and 
the Spirit of God made it effectual to his con­
version. Soon after, he was called home to 
heaven, and while rejoicing in hope of glory, he 
requested his friends to bind the little Tract— 
the instrument of his salvation—upon his bo­
som, and thus deposit him in his grave.
Let it not be forgotten that prayer is indispen • 
sable to the success of our enterprise. And 
this is a service in which you may all engage, 
and by which you may aid on the work of sav­
ing mercy. If you can do nothing else you 
can pray. And will it not be occasion for grat­
itude and joy should you find, when you ar­
rive at heaven-thaUin answer to your prayers, 
some benightectsoa? has been converted to God 
and fitted for everlasting felicity.
WOMEN.
“Henceforth, when men fire at the name of 
Flora Mclvor, let women say, “There will be 
more Floras, when women feel that they have 
political power and duties.”—Miss Martineau.
There is no doubt of that; but will the world 
be the gainer by it? What has .the world gain­
ed, from the time of Cleopatra to the time of 
Major Laton’s wife by the mingling of women 
in politics? There was one battle, Napoleon 
said which he could never remember without' 
remorse, for the victory which he gained con­
tributed nothing to the success of the campaign. 
He ordered it to please a pretty woman, who 
wished to see a battle. As the world has grown 
more civilized—if we read history aright—wo­
men have had less to do with politics; and so, 
we doubt not, it will continue to be.
There are women in our land, who most la­
mentably underrate the value of their domes­
tic duties, who seem to think that, unless they 
do men’s work, they do nothing. It is a great 
mistake. Read the life of Jonathan Edwards. 
His wife, enabling him to put forth his powers 
unembarrassed, conferred a greater benefit upon 
mankind than all the female public characters 
that ever lived or ever will live. “Mary, the 
mother of Washington,” who was so proud of 
her “good boy,” and so desirous that “George” 
should “come home and take care of his plan­
tation,” was just the woman, without whose in­
fluence “George” could not have become the 
man that he was.
There is a fame, as extensive and durable as 
that of any bloody hero or bustling demagogue 
and far more desirable, which women may ac­
quire without leaving their appropriate sphere. 
Read the following passage, from a letter of Sir 
James McIntosh, to his friend, describing the 
character of his deceased wife;
Allow me, in justice to her memory, to tell 
you what she was, and what I owed her. I was 
guided in my chice only by the blind affection 
of my youth. I found an intelligent companion 
and a tender friend, a prudent monitress, the 
most faithful of wives, and a mother as tender 
as children ever had the misfortune to lose. 
I met a woman who, by the tender management 
of my weaknesses, gradually corrected the most 
pernicious of them. She became prudent from 
affection; arid though of the most generous na­
ture: sire was taught frugality and economy by 
her love for me. During the most critical pe­
riod of my life, she preserved order in my af­
fairs, from the care of which she relieved me. 
She gently reclaimed me from dissipation, she 
propped my weak and irresolute nature; she 
urged my indolence to all the exertions that 
have been useful or creditable to me, and she 
was perpetually at hand to admonish my heed­
lessness and improvidence. To her I owe what­
ever I am: to her whatever I shall be. In her 
solicitude for my interest, she never for a mo­
ment forgot my feelings or my character.— 
Even in her occasional resentments, for which I 
but too often gave cause,|(would to God I could 
recall those moments) she had no sullenness or 
acrimony. Her feelings were warm and impe­
tuous, but she was placable, tender and con­
stant. Such was she whom I have lost; and I 
have lost her when her excellent natural sense 
was rapidly improving after eight years of strug­
gle and distress had bound us fast to each other
when a knowledge of her worth had refined
my youthful love into friendship, before age had 
deprived it of much of its original ardor.—I lost 
her, alas! (the choice of my youth and the part­
ner of my misfortunes) at a moment when I had 
a prospect of her sharing my better days.
The philosophy which I have learnt, only 
teaches me that virtue and friendship are the 
greatest of human blessings, and that their loss 
is irreparable. It aggravates my calamity, in­
stead of consoling me under it. My wounded 
heait seeks another consolation.— Governed by 
these feeling, which have in every age and re­
gion of the world actuated the human mind, 
I seek relief, and I find it, in the soothing hope 
and consolatory opinion, that a benevolent wis­
dom inflicts the chastisement, as well as bestows 
the enjoyment of human life; that superintend­
ing goodness will one day enlighten the dark­
ness with surrounds our nature, and hangs ovei 
our prospects: that this dreary and wretched 
life is not the whole of man; that an animal so 
sagacious and provident, and capable of such 
proficiency in science and virtue, is not like the 
beasts that perish: that there is a dwelling place 
orepared for the spirits of the just, and that the 
ways of God will yet be vindicated to man.— 
The sentiments of religion which were implant-
ed in my mind in my early youth, and which 
were revived by the awful scenes which I have 
seen passing before my eyes in the world, are 
I trust deeply rooted in my heart by this great 
calamity.”
This description, the thoughtful reader must 
perceive, was written considerately. The ac­
knowledgement of the blindness of his youthful 
affection and of the possible diminution of its 
ardor, and the mention of her occasional resent­
ments, are the evident results of a conscienti­
ous carefulness to avoid excessive praise and 
to disparage his own judgment as much as truth 
could require. And after all, what a character 
he has drawn! This beautiful tribute to her 
worth will live in all future ages, and become 
a part of the literature of the human race. It 
will preserve her memory and procure venera­
tion for her character, when her marble tomb 
shall have crumbled into dust, and the showy 
idols of her day, who sighed for and sought and 
won contemporary fame, shall be forgotten.— 
And in future ages, the mild, pure light of her 
recorded example shall lead others in the same 
blissful path: and through its influence, many 
thousand wives shall be more lovely and belov­
ed, and many thousand husbands shall there­
fore be more happy and more useful. Nor is it 
wives alone, who may do great good in their ap­
propriate sphere of labor. Sisters ana daugh­
ters have domestic duties, the right performance 
of which is indispensable to the well-being of 
the world.—Bos. Rec.
Such was a specimen of the manner in which 
that mother communicated instruction to her 
children. Had she only spoken on the subject 
of prayer, generally, no lasting impression might 
have been made, but to lead her son to a cham­
ber, and there tell him of his Father in heaven 
and become thus definite, “you must come here 
every day,” fastened it on the memory for life. 
So Sabbath school teachers should instruct.— 
They should be definite and come down to par­
ticulars. The faith that dwelt in the mother, 
dwelt also in the son, and the grand-son. She 
was the grandmother of S. J. Mills.—Christian 
JVitness.
RESURRECTION OF TIIE BODY.
This corruptible part of ours shall put on in- 
corruptior.; our natural bodies shall be made 
glorious bodies, though we have lain a long time 
in the grave and bosom of the earth, mouldering 
and consuming away.
We all know that every night is the day’s 
funeral; and what is the morning, but the 
day’s resurrection again, of like the setting 
of the sun at evening, which the next morning 
shall rise again? And we all know that when 
we set or put a root into the ground, that it 
must lie all the winter and appear as dead; but 
in the spring-time, we hope to see it revive, and 
show itself by virtue of the sun. Just so will 
it be with us at the day of our resurrection; for 
it is a most certain argument, that he that can 
do the greater work, can also do the lesser; for 
God, who did make the world and also man at 
first of nothing can at the day of our resurrec­
tion make us perfect bodies again ofsomething. 
Therefore, O Lord,I beseech thee, prepare me 
for the day of my death; and whether it shall 
be by the messengers of death or by the trum­
pet of the judgment, that at the last day, when 
I shall rise again,I may behold thy glorious ma­
jesty with all the royal army of holy martyrs 
and blessed angels, that I,'may not be found with 
a distracted and guilty conscience, nor with the 
reprobates call to the hills to cover me, nor un­
to the recks to fall upon me; but that I may 
taste^fthy endless mercy, and so be received 
into thy heaven!v mansion.—From Samuel 
Smith's Great Assize.
OLD HUMPHREY ON EPITAPHS.
I love to read the epitaphs-of older and bet­
ter men than myself, who have passed before 
me, along the thorny pathways of this world’s 
pilgrimage, who have finished their course with 
joy, and found the end to be eternal life; for of­
ten in such seasons I find, before I am aware, 
that my tongue has begun to speak the desires, 
of my heart;—“Let me die the death of the 
righteous and let my last end be like his.”
Sometimes the dead are ^adlv bespattered 
with praise, and this is to be regretted; for if 
God in his mercy has taught us any tiling of 
our own hearts, we know that our sinful nature 
has nothing to boast of; and if he has taught us 
in addition any thing of his grace, we shall 
be ready to say, “Not unto us, O Lord,not unto 
us, but unto thy name be the glory.”
It seems out of character to write words of 
flattery over the resting-place of sinful dust and 
ashes; hut let us not be severe, let us make al­
lowances; sorrow has more affection than judg­
ment and we all set a high value on the friends 
we have lost.
Many a beautiful epitaph have I read, as well 
as many an absurd one both in verse and prose; 
but it has ever appeared to me that texts from 
the Scriptures are the most suitable inscriptions 
for the monuments of the dead. If there be 
any thing in the character of a fellow-sinner, 
whose dust has been laid in the grave, likely to 
do good by way of example, it may be well to 
record it in a simple manner; but I like to see a 
text on a tomb-stone and though I have read in­
scribed there a hundred times over, “Blessed 
are the dead that die in the Lord,” yet the 
words affect my mind more profitably, and send 
me away with a deeper and more abiding sense 
of the realities of an eternal word, than the fin­
est inscription on the finest monument in West­
minster Abbey.
1 once read, on a tablet raised over the re ­
mains of a faithful minister of the gospel, a glo­
rious epitaph. It described the man to the 
life and the sanctified effect of his labours, in 
the following words, taken from the eleventh 
chapter of the Acts of the Apostles: “He was a 
good man, and full of the Holy Ghost; and of 
faith; and much people was added unto the 
Lord,”
Old Humphrey has now said enough about 
epitaphs; for perhaps you may not be so fond of 
churchyards and tombstones as he is; however 
this may be, we shall each of us put up the pray­
er, “Lord, make me to know mine end, and the 
measure of my days, what it is; that I may know 
how frail I am. Behold, thou hast made my 
days as a handbreadth, and mine age is as noth­
ing before thee, verily every man at his best 
state is altogether vanity,” Ps. xxxix. 4, 5.— 
Sunday School Visiter.
GIVE MINUTE INSTRUCTION.
In the year 1332, the writer of this was in 
Kent, Litchfield county, Conn. A man about 
eighty years of age, visited the town, and came 
to the house where I was staying, and asked me 
to accompany him to a house in the vicinity 
where he spent his childhood. It was a venera­
ble mansion, and every object about the dwell­
ing excited some interest in the aged man, who 
had come, as he said; “to pay his last visit to 
the place where his parents had prayed for 
him.”
Not far from the dwelling, ran the wandering 
Housatonic, in which the father of the aged 
visitant was drowned, when his son was about 
four^years old. The circumstances of that event 
and some tender reminiscences were related as 
we were slowly making our way towards the 
dwelling. A knock on the door brought the 
lady of the house, to answer the inquiry. “May 
we come in and see your dwelling?” We were 
made welcome, lhe aged visitant observed 
that he should like to visit the rooms below and 
then go up stairs. On entering one, he said, 
“This is the room in which we attended family 
prayers and after the death of my father, my 
mother prayed with us every morning and even­
ing. There is the place where she sat as we 
read the Bible together and she kneeled down 
and prayed.”
On going to the head of the stairs and open­
ing a door into a chamber he remarked,—“Soon 
after the death of my father, my mother led 
me to the chamber and said, Sammy, you must 
come here every day, and pray ‘to your father 
in heaven.’ She said, ‘John; you must gc/ to 
that chamber, Edward to that.” I never shall 
forget this counsel of my mother.”
the top ot the mound is a square stone pillar,—• 
or rather a high pedestal, surmounted by an 
immense lion, resting one foot upon a globe, and 
presenting a fine appearance not only from thd 
plain below, but from a great distance in every 
direction.
Every one, who has the heart of a Christian 
or a philanthropist within him, carl readily con­
ceive that, as I stood over this grave-yard of 
two mighty armies, and looked, first at the 
ground and then at the place of battle, I was 
oppressed bysuch a throng of rushing thoughts 
as can never be adequately expressed, and that 
when I descended from this watch-tower of 
death and walked slowly away I could not help 
exclaiming, O Lord, what is man? What is he 
in his ambition, in his wrath, in the pride of 
his power, in his ciuelty to his own flesh, and 
in his contempt of the law and authority of his 
God?
Here, it has been said, was the great battle 
of emancipation fought on the 18th of June, 
1815. Whether it was such I shall not now- 
stop to inquire. Sure I am that the results of 
that murderous conflict have not answered the 
expectations of many enlightened Christian pa­
triots, who rejoiced in the mighty downfall 
which it immediately occasioned. And is that 
really the very spot on which the most remark­
able man of his age staked his diadem, and in 
defence of which so many thousands of the brav­
est of the brave poured out their blood? Is it 
true history, or is it fable, that I have so often 
read? How calm and peaceful is every thing 
now; as if the breath of mortal strife had never 
caused so much as a leaf to tremble? How- 
bright is that sun which looks down upon it to­
day? Did the instruments of death ever inter­
cept those beams? Did the sun of Waterloo 
ever mourn over the carnage of a great battle? 
Now, in conscious security, the peasantry are 
there at their work. The ripening harvest is 
there; and soon will the reapers be there, to ga­
ther it in and return with joy, bringing their 
sheaves with them.
But the truth cannot be controverted. Acel­
dama is the proper name of that field. For 
there two mighty armies met, steel to steel.—• 
There, flying from rank to rank, went forth the 
note of preparation, and the warhdrse “pawed 
in the valley, and went on to meet the armed 
men.” There broke forth “the thunder of the 
captains, and the shouting: and there were the 
garments rolled in blood.” There was the 
shock of those veterans who had conquered 
Europe, on one side; and those of lion-hearts 
who, from the cliffs of their own little island, 
had bid defiance to the conqueror,on the other. 
There raged, from hour to hour of awful un­
certainty, that iron storm which threatened to 
bear down every living thing into the dust.— 
There thousands upon thousands fell to rise no 
more. From that gory field went up the voices 
of the wounded and the dying, and entered in­
to the ears of Him who hath said “Vengeance 
is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.” There 
the victor in a hundred battles played his last
From the Christian Observer.
VISIT OF AN AMERICAN GENTLEMAN TO 
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO.
Brussels, July, 1835.
I have just returned from Waterloo. “And 
what motive had you, now, after the lapse of 
twenty years, in going to the battle-field of 
Waterloo?” I must confess I do not certainly 
know. Perhaps it was because the powers of 
Europe have been so ungailant as not to 
fight so great a battle since; and where else 
could I go? Perhaps it was to gratify an idle 
and questionable curiosity to see the place 
where the two greatest captains of the age met; 
and where so many thousands of brave men fell.
Perhaps it was because nobody ever thinks of 
coming to Brussels without visiting Waterloo.
Perhaps it was that I might have something to I Sanie; far at the close of that day the star of
write and talk about. Perhaps it was that I I 
might be able to say I have been there; just as ness 
a gentleman, whom I met the other day in the 
Pantheon at Paris was induced to go down into 
the tomb of the great men there; and just as 
travellers go to a thousand other places, which 
they care as little about as he did about Rous­
seau orVo’.taire. Or perhaps it was,that,standing 
on the field ot battle, I might deepen the ab­
horrence which I have long felt and cherished 
of war in all its aspect of slaughter and suffering 
and crime. Charity would hope that this last 
than 
or not
I have been to Waterloo—and my soul is sick!
Ihe distance from Brussels is twelve miles.
The road lies nearly half the way through a ve­
ry thick and tall beech forest. At the time of 
the great battle it was much moreextensive than 
it is now. Large tracts of it have been recent­
ly cleared up; and the process of bringing the 
land under cultivation in its varous states re­
minded me more of what one every where meets 
with in the newly settled parts of the United 
States, than I ever dreamed of seeing in one of 
theold countries of Europe.
As you approach Waterloo, women and chil­
dren sally out, with maps, and charts, and relics.
One wants to sell you a bullet; another offers 
you a grape-shot; another, a brass eagle, such 
as the French cavalry wore on their helmets ; 
another, a small piece of a bomb-shell; and so 
on. 1 he only relic which 1 brought away was 
a piece of charcoal from the farm-house of Hu- 
goumont that was burnt, full of the wounded, 
during the engagement. This I value the more, 
as I feel quite sure it was not manufactured for 
th e occasion.
In some respects the field of Waterloo has 
undergone considerable changes since the bat­
tle. A part of the forest through which Blu- 
cher brought his Prussians into the action, has 
been cut down: as has also another small forest 
on the right wing of the British army where the 
battle raged with the most horrible fury and 
slaughter. But the greatest alteration has been 
made by the erection of an immense mound, or 
rather pyramid, of earth very near the British 
centre. To build this pyramid which is nearly 
one third of a mile in circumference at the base 
and about two hundred feet high, the ground 
has been taken away, to the depth of several 
feet for a great distance so as to reduce the 
most commanding point of Wellington's posi­
tion to a dead level. This, it is said, military 
men regard as a kind of sacrilege which they 
will not soon forget or forgive.
At first 1 felt a little inclined to complain of 
it too; when I came to ascend to the top of the 
mound and to see what a perfect map there 
lies spread out before you of the whole scene of 
action; and especially when I came to look east­
ward and westward, and northward and south­
ward, over one of the most fertile and lovely 
landscapes that ever my eyes beheld; I confess 
I was glad the pyramid had been raised, even 
at whatever expense of military taste.—Upon
 vz LKlAL I- I I I ».
motive had more influence on my mind 
either of the others. But whether it had i
Napoleon went dowa“into the blackness of dark- 
forever.”
“It was a glorious battle!” So said the war­
rior; so said the politician- so said the moralist, 
so said the republican; so said the Christian; so 
said the united voice of England and America.' 
But, as a Christian, as a philanthropist, as a 
man, I protest against this decision. Before 
heaven and earth I protest against it. There is 
no true glory in slaying forty thousand men in 
one day, and maiming as many more. That ter­
rible battle ought never to have been fought.—• 
Does any one meet me here, and say it was 
necessary? Who, I demand, created that ne­
cessity? It was the work of man, and not of 
God. Nothing but human depravity could ever 
have made such a battle necessary. I do not 
undertake to decide where the guilt lay; that is 
quite another question. But war is an incar­
nate demon; war is wholesale murder and it is 
impossible for murder to come from Him who 
hath said “Thou shall not kill.” The field of 
Waterloo ought never to have been heard of by 
the civilized world; and were the principles of 
the Christian religion to control the councils of 
states and kingdoms, no such murderous con­
flict would ever again disgrace the pages of his­
tory.
But still, it was a glorious victory! It was 
glorious to be wounded there, to die there; 
and to be buried there was to sleep in the bed 
of glory \ It was glorious intelligence that flew 
from nation to nation, and from continent to 
continent! Yes, it was as glorious as the 
slaughter of Jorty thousand men could make it! 
For when the news reached England, as I well 
remember to have read in the journals, the Park 
and tower guns were fired, and there was great 
public feasting and rejoicing throughout the 
land. Yes, there was a flood of glory. But, 
oh! was there nothing else! Where were the 
widows, and parents, and sisters, and orphans 
of those whodied at Waterloo? Could the roar 
of cannon and the ringing of hells assuage their 
grief ? Could the general ^rejoicing bring back 
to them their husbands, fathers, sons, and broth­
ers! Glorious as that great victory was in the 
eyes of the nation, it was tears and agony andr 
death, to the bereaved.
Is war, then, never justifiable ? Let those 
who believe that it is, prove it from the New 
Testament, if they can. I know that the often- 
er some conscientious men attempt it, the more 
difficult do they find the task. But one thing 
is certain—war is directly contrary to the whole 
scope and spirit of the Gospel. It could never 
take place, were the great law of love, as it 
ought to be, the great law of nations. No bat­
tle was ever fought, or ever will be, without in­
volving the guilt of murder. It may be on one 
side, or on both; but the stain of blood-guilti­
ness is certainly there, and no rivers can wash 
it out. How fearful, then, must be the respon­
sibility of whetting the sword upon a point of 
honor, or making aggressive war, under any 
circumstances whatever. And how will those 
professed disciples of the Prince of peace, who
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reader, however, from the book itself, of whichit, meet Him in the great day ?But hark! what sound is that over the ne
of Waterloo? Look ! what heaving of the 
earth is there! No—I anticipate, I ear 
voice as yet. I see no moving of the s J e 
dust. But the trumpet will
field, and the dead will awake. All the thou-
e / lip buried there will come forth from I proceeds at once to the defects of Presbytefian- 
X?’Javes. and will be summoned to the judg- ism and Congregationalism, and heis nott ong 
in putting his finger on one of the mam springs 
ot disorder and animosity.
“But, to the subject suggested in the opening
their graves, and ..... - ,
Went bar. Officers and common soldiers must 
hear and obey the summons alike. And at the 
same bar will they meet all those who kindled 
the war in which they perished. Kings, privy 
councillors, military commanders, will ail be 
there. And I have the most solemn conviction, 
that before that dread tribunal every mortal 
wound at Waterloo will be held and adjudged 
as a clear case of murder, the guilt of which 
must rest somewhere. In whose skirts, or in 
the skirts of how many, the blood of that most 
bloodyday shall be found, it belongs to no mortal 
absolutely to decide; but the Judge will know ; 
and when the final sentence comes to be pro­
nounced, the universe will know.
Ob how fearful a thing will it be, under such 
circumstances, to “fall into the hands of the liv­
ing God!” And if all war is murder, who can 
conceive of the multitudes who will be involv­
ed in the guilt of it, when the books come to 
be opened; or of the punishment which a right­
eous God will inflict upon the guilty, in that 
world of retribution where the worm dieth not, 
and the fire is not quenched?
From the Churchman.
Thoughts on the Religious State of the Country, 
with Reasons for preferring Episcopacy. By 
Rev. Calvin Colton. New York: Harper 
& Brothers, 1836.
We took up this book with strong preposses­
sions against it, and now that we have read it, 
we introduce it to the reader with some embar­
rassment. We were prepossessed against it for 
two reasons. First, it was the production of a 
man who had changed his religion ; and we are 
in the habit of thinking that good sense, mod­
esty, and propriety require a man, as a gener­
al rule, when he feels bound to make a change, 
to do it quietly, and not invite public attention 
to the fact by writing a book. Secondly, not­
withstanding the author’s adoption of Episco­
pacy, we expected to find but little sympathy 
in his practical views of religion; as the corres­
pondent of the New York Observer, he had 
grieved us by bis animadversions on the state 
of religion in England, and the efforts which 
he described himself as making to introduce the 
mechanism of those extravagant excitements, 
which, under the name of revivals, were spread­
ing such desolations through our land. But our 
prepossessions have been wholly removed. In 
the first place the work affords evidence that 
Mr. Colton is a fair exception to the rule of si­
lence which delicacy for the most part would 
dictate. For the last ten years he has been out 
of the country; in this time great changes have 
occurred in the religious world ; long-establish­
ed institutions have been shaken to their foun­
dation; new tendencies have been developed, 
new combinations are in the act of forming.— 
On his return, therefore, Mr. Colton found 
himself almost in a strange world, where dis­
cord had been exchanged for peace, confusion 
for order, and where the waves of infidelity and 
fanaticism were breaking over fields that he had 
left green and promising. In investigating the 
causes ot this change, and searching for its 
remedy, his mind has seized upon Episcopacy, 
the Episcopacy of the Primitive Church, the 
episcopacy of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
in this land, with its defined powers and respon­
sible agents, as furnishing the identical princi­
ple of order, the want and violation of which 
had produced the evils which have defaced so 
large a portion of the American Zion, and the 
beauty of which is at present so happily exem­
plified in the less numerous,but, we must think, 
more pure and primitive portion in which Mr. 
Colton has now sought refuge. Hence, Mr. 
Colton’s “reasons for preferring Episcopacy” 
have naturally grown out of those “Thoughts 
on the Religious State of the Country,’ which 
unavoidably present themselves to his mind, as 
an observing and intelligent traveller, on a re­
turn to his country. We cannot but think, 
therefore, that a step which would have been of 
questionable delicacy under other circumstan­
ces, is in this peculiar aspect of affairs, made 
with a good gracejiy Mr. Colton. In the pub­
lic mind the “Reasons for Episcopacy” may be 
the leading feature ot this book, but it is, in 
truth, as expressed on the title-page, a subordi­
nate and accidental feature.
The other ground of prejudice was the strong 
desire manifested by Mr. Colton, while in Eng­
land, to introduce there a system of excitement 
which we felt here lo have been productive of 
the most disastrous consequences. On this point 
also we have been perfectly satisfied. Mr. 
Colton left the country before the character of 
these modern “revivals” had shown itself. The 
class of revivals which we have so earnestly op­
posed, he goes even beyond us in deprecating: 
such revivals as those for which Mr. Colton ex­
presses his approbation and early attachment, 
though we have never witnessed them, we 
should think it sinful to oppose.
In describing the grounds of our own prepos­
sessions against the book, we have in part anti­
cipated the reason of our embarrassment in in­
troducing it to our readers. It is the conscious­
ness (hat any praise which we may bestow on 
it, will be attributed to party or sectarian feel­
ing. We cannot say that we shall not heed such 
a charge, but we can say that as far as we know 
ourselves, it will be eminently unjust. We 
should deserve the scorn of the world if we 
could look upon the book in the contemptible 
light of a party trophy. We have no feeling of 
tie kind. We desire to regard the book as the 
rest jC,tlon a sincere and intelligent mind, ar- 
havp\i.?r the sut^en an^ multiplied evils which 
progress n/n.6^ the cllaracter, and retarded the
Christ, anxiousl^inveV °' reliSion of Jesus 
evils, and searching fo,g,atHlg the causes of the 
this point of view we do notV6™6^’ ln
Mr. Colton’s book is one </eaS‘tate to say that 
character. He gi ves a most graph^?0,^.'??^ 
of the state of religion in our count h‘bltlon 
probes its wounds with a skilful hand. Ul­
timate acquaintance with the organization of th 
Congregational and Presbyterian system and ol 
its practical operation, enables him to disentan-
we wish to give a brief analysis, accompanied 
by a few extracts.
After alluding to his change of connexions, 
his absence abroad, and the altered state of 
things which he found on his return Mr. Colton
assigned round of their visitations, to enact the 
same scene; and so on, till their work was 
done.”
The clergy, in general, seem to have submit­
ted to this dictation, but occasionally it met with 
a suitable repulse;
“I have heard of one reception ot these lay 
apostles, which may not be unworthy of record. 
One pair of them—tor they went forth ‘two and 
two,’and thus far were conformed to Scripture 
—both of them mechanics, and one a shoema­
ker, having abandoned their calling to engage 
in this enterprise, came upon a subject, who was 
not well disposed to recognise their commission. 
They began to talk with him; ‘We have come 
to stir you up.’ ‘How is the shoe business in 
your city?’ said the clergyman to the shoema­
ker, who was the speaker; for it was a city from 
which they came. The shoemaker looked va­
cant, and stared at the question,as if he thought 
it not very pertinent to his errand, and after a 
little pause, proceeded in the discharge of his 
office; ‘We have come to give your church a 
shaking.’ ‘Is the market for shoes good?’’ 
said the clergyman. Abashed at this apparent 
obliquity, the shoemaker paused again: and 
a^ain went on in a like manner. To which the 
clergyman:—‘Your business is at a stand, Sir,
I presume; I suppose you have nothing to do.’ 
And so the dialogue went on: the shoemaker 
confining himself to his duty, and the clergy ­
man talking only of shoes, in varied and con­
stantly shitting colloquy, till the perverse and 
wicked pertinacity of the latter discouraged the 
former; and the shoemaker and his brother took 
up their hats, to ‘shake off the dust of their feet,’ 
and turn away to a more hopeful subject. The 
clergyman bowed them very civilly out of 
doors, expressing his wish, as they departed, 
that the shoe business might soon revive. Of 
course, these lay apostles, in this instance, were 
horror-struck; and it cannot be supposed they 
were much inclined to leave their blessing be­
hind them.”
Surely the author cannot be wrong in stating 
the effects of such a system on the minds of his 
clerical brethren :
“ I believe I do not mistake in expressing the 
conviction, that there are hundreds, not to say 
thousands of the Presbyterian and Congrega­
tional clergy, who will sympathize with me tho­
roughly in these strictures on the encroachments 
of the laity upon pastoral prerogative: who 
groan under it; who feel that it ought to be 
rebuked and corrected, but despair of it; and 
who know that their usefulness is abridged by 
it to an amount that cannot be Obtained. It 
can hardly be denied, I think, that the preva­
lence of this spirit has greatly increased within 
a few years, and become a great and alarming 
evil. This increase isowing, no doubt, to the 
influence and new practices introduced into the 
religious world by a certain class of ministers, 
who have lately risen and taken upon them­
selves to rebuke and set down as unfaithful all 
other ministers, who do not conform to their 
new ways, or sustain them in their extravagant 
career.”
We pass over, yet not without earnestly re­
commending to the reader’s perusal,some deep­
ly interesting descriptions of the ruinous effects 
of the system of excitement, on the minds and 
health of clergy and people. Mournful indeed 
is the record of the numbers whom it has 
brought to a premature grave or driven to in­
sanity. But thrilling as are the author’s state­
ments on this head, we fear the half has not been 
told.
The next defect pointed out, is the mode of 
admission to full communion. To us it has ev­
er seemed astonishing that a system could be 
sustained which is so revolting to the intelli­
gence of one sex, and to the delicacy of the 
other ; such a clog to ministerial usefulness and 
infringement on private rights. We wish we 
could give the reader the entire section : we 
can only present him with the brief summary of 
evils, details of which are most clearly and con­
vincingly delineated.
“The system is vicious, as a whole : it em­
barrasses the ministry in all its forms and modes 
of operation, and disappoints its aims and ends ; 
it sets up a complicated, inconvenient, unman­
ageable machinery, which is hard to keep stand­
ing so as to command respect, much more to 
keep going so as to dd'good. There is virtual­
ly as seems to me, more power exhausted on 
the machinery itself to keep it in order, than 
on the world to bring it into connection with it. 
It repulses men and women of exemplary Chris­
tian lives, who are assumed not to be Christians 
by the application of these terms, and are re-
of the last paragraph—the pastoral office, pre 
rojatives, &c. In this capacity I have ia ci 
years’ experience in the Presbyterian connex­
ion, having filled itduring that period in form ; 
having supplied congregations an additional 
time of two or three years; was educated a Con­
gregationalism and have officiated as a.clergy­
man in that way several transient periods. I 
am, perhaps as well acquainted with one as with 
the other, and do not perceive, that the pasto­
ral relation and prerogatives vary much between 
the two if we except the form. 1 he 1 resbyte- 
rian pastor has a session of ruling elders asso­
ciated with him for advice and pastoral govern­
ment each one of whom has an equal voice with 
the pastor, except that the latter ex-officio 
moderator. In Congregational churches, offi­
cers called deacons, and sometimes a standing 
committee, are the associate counsel with the 
pastor,and have an influence nearly or quite tan­
tamount with that of the Presbyterian session of 
elders! but this influence is not so uniform, or 
so well defined, and depends more upon adven ­
titious circumstances. It is rather the influence 
of men than of office; and I have known it to 
be carried far beyond that which is ordinarily 
assumed by a session.”
His objection to this feature of Presbyterian 
and Congregational polityis,that it robs the pas­
toral office of its primitive, legitimate, essential, 
and reasonable influence. Dismissing the two 
former epithets as liable to dispute, he pro­
ceeds to show that the pastoral office under such 
an organization is deprived of essential and rea­
sonable influence. With a view to show this, 
he first practically illustrates the operation of 
the objectionable system.
“The common talk and known confession of 
Presbyterian and Congregational clergymen 
throughout the country, on this point, especial­
ly in their own circles, with which I am too well 
acquainted to be an incompetent witness; places 
the matter beyond a question, so far as their 
own experience and their sense of it may be 
taken in evidence. These associates in th^p pas­
toral office—for such is virtually their standing 
—generally claim to be wise in counsel, and 
they claim to have their share. Of the work, 
of course they do nothing. They may be hon­
est and good men, and very pious; but in most 
churches they are men of little intellectual cul­
ture; and the less they have, the more confident 
and unbending are they in their opinions. If a 
minister travels an inch beyond the circle of 
their vision in theology, or startles them with 
a new idea in his interpretation of Scripture, 
it is not unlikely, that their suspicions of his 
orthodoxy will be awakened. If he does any­
thing out of the common course, he is an inno­
vator. If, from the multiplicity of his cares and 
engagements he is now and then obliged to 
preach an old sermon, or exchange more than 
is agreeable, or does not visit so much as might 
be expected, he is lazy. For these and for 
other delinquencies, as adjudged by these as­
sociates, it becomes their conscientious duty to 
admonish him. He who is appointed to super­
vise the flock, is himself supervised. ‘I have 
a charge to give you,' said a deacon to me once 
the first time and the moment I was introduced 
to him, after 1 had preached one or two Sab­
baths in the place—and as it happened, it was 
the first word he said after we shook hands— 
adding, ‘I often give charges to ministers.’ I 
knew him to he an important man, and the first 
in the church; but as I had nothing at statte 
there that depended on his favor, I could not 
resist the temptation of replying to him, in view 
ofhis consequential airs, ‘You may use your 
discretion, Sir, in this particular instance; but 
I can tell you that ministers are sometimes 
overcharged,’ However, I did not escape.
“It seems to be a principle in Presbyterian 
and Congregational churches, that the minister 
must be overlooked by the elders and deacons: 
and if he does not quietly submit to their rule 
his condition will be uncomfortable. He may 
also expect visitations from women to instruct 
him in his duty, at least, they will contrive to
convey to him their opinions. It is said of Dr. garded and treated as belonging to the world
Bellamy of Bethlehem, Connecticut, who was 
eminently a peacemaker, and was always sent 
for by all the churches in the country around, 
for a great distance, to settle their difficulties, 
that having just returned from one of these er­
rands, and put out his horse, another message 
of the same kind came from another quarter. 
‘Andwhat is the matter,’ said the doctor, to the
messenger. ‘Why,’ said he, ‘Deacon----- has
—’ ‘Has?—that’s enough. There never is
a difficulty in a church,but some old deacon is at 
the bottom of it.”
It is not strange that such a system should 
now and then have given occasion to some such 
shrewd remark as the following;
“In the early history of New-England, anon- 
conformist minister, from the old country, is
represented to have said, after a little experience of a visible form is concerned, are in the sacra-
on this side of the water. ‘I left England to 
get rid of my lords the bishops, hut here I find 
in their place my lords the brethren and sisters; 
save me from the latter, and let me have the 
former.”
But to proceed wi\h the illustration;
“It has actually happened within a few years
last past, in New-England, and I believe, in 
other parts of the country, that there has been 
a system of lay visitation of the clergy, for the 
purpose of counselling, admonishing, and urg­
ing them up to their duty; and that these self- 
commissioned apostles, two and two, have gone 
from town to town, and from district to district 
of the country making inquisition at the mouth 
of common rumor, and by such other modes as 
might be convenient, into the conduct and fidel 
ity of clergymen whom they never saw, and 
having exhausted their means of information, 
have made their way into the closets of their 
adopted protegees, to advise, admonish, pray 
with and for them, according as they might 
need. Having fulfilled their office, they have 
renewed their march, ‘staff and scrip,’ in a 
staight-forward way to the next parish in the
cretion and on their own official responsibility.
It is morally impossible, as their society is now 
constituted in connexion with the people.
“In all points of view, therefore, the theory 
of this system is most unfortunate in its applica­
tion; the ministry is robbed of its primitive 
powers; virtually there is no ministry their feet 
and hands are bound in chains; they are entire­
ly subject to the popular will.
(To be\:ontinued.)
but whose influence is most important to the 
Christian cause—and sometimes more important 
than that of all in connexion with such an or­
ganization in a given place. It encourages and 
invites meddling in the affairs of others, and to 
sit in judgment on others’ characters, by an el­
ementary principle of the association ; it de- 
posites the ministerial and pastoral prerogative, 
or the disposal and control of it, in the hands 
of the laity, inasmuch as it can never be used 
without their voice expressed in assembly.
“It would hardly be believed, that this sys­
tem has tacitly, and to all Intents and purposes 
robbed the Christian ministry of its distinctive 
and peculiar powers—viz. of keeping up the 
Church of Jesus Christ; for it must be admit­
ted that these powers, so far as the keeping up
From the New York Observer.
PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES IN ENGLAND.
I had,from early youth, beard so much of Eng­
lish fogs and English gravity,that I had supposed 
the good people of that country much less exci­
table than the Americans; though I always un­
derstood, that when once roused, they were 
swayed by no ordinary impulses. Your readers 
will naturally infer, from what I saw and heard 
in Exeter Hall, that I must have changed my 
opinion. This is true to some extent, hut in 
order to form a correct comparison, we must 
remember, that their habits and moral judgment 
in regard to what is proper at missionary anni 
versaries are very different from ours. The re 
ligious sense of this country is, that every thing 
like levity and audible applause, is almost as 
much out of place, at a missionary meeting, as 
in the house of God on the Sabbath; but it is 
not so in England. We go to be instructed and 
stimulated to action and to listen in silence.— 
Our British kindred go, not only to bear and 
learn, but to excite and to be excited. They 
mean not only to feel and to feel strongly, but 
they think it right to give vent to their joyous 
emotions, in the several ways which I have men­
tioned. And they believe their system has sev 
eral advantages over ours, which we have not 
perhaps duly considered.
One of' these is, that the physical and mental 
excitement, connected with repeated cheering, 
greatly relieves the tedium of along meeting.
It serves to keep the audience wideawake, and 
to quicken all the healthful circulations. They 
believe it enables them to bear the close and 
heated confinement of five or six hours, with 
less fatigue, than they could endure three or 
four, without the relief, which their habit of 
clapping and cheering affords them.
Another advantage, on which they probably 
lay considerable stress, is that for the sake of 
enjoying the Ufe of these meetings, many per­
sons are induced to attend, and by attending be­
come interested in the great benevolent and re­
ligious enterprises of the day, who would not 
otherwise turn aside from their engrossing world­
ly pursuits, for any such purpose.
Again, it is said, that these warm and audible 
greetings, serve greatly to encourage a modest 
and timid speaker. When he rises, a hearty 
welcome ot this sort inspires him with confi­
dence. And an occasional cheer, when he be­
gins to hesitate, and to lose his self-possession, 
enables him to recover and go on. It is, more­
over, a very good-natured way of silencing a 
tedious speaker—though I believe this method 
of drowning is never resorted to, but in cases of 
extreme dullness and prolixity.
Now I do not deny, that there is some weight 
in these apologies, for the animation which per­
vades the religious anniversaries of our British 
fellow Christians. From this or some other 
cause, they certainly do bear the confinement 
of long exercises from day to day, with much 
less exhaustion and inconvenience than we do. 
And it does not admit of a question, that mod­
est merit is sometimes brought out and sustain­
ed more successfully by the applause of a 
great assembly, than it ever can be, by that 
awful and pitying silence, with which a worthy 
speaker, when he is obviously embarrassed, is 
sometimes greeted at our anniversaries. Be­
sides this, the clapping of our religious friends 
abroad, is a sort of pulseometer, by which any 
man of ordinary discernment is enabled to reg­
ulate the length of his speech. If he is in any 
doubt, whether the audience wish him to pro­
ceed, or to sit down, he has only to say, ‘ But 
I have trespassed too long on your patience,’ or 
to throw out some equivalent feeler, to settle 
the point at once. If they desire him to go 
on, their instant and hearty applause will give 
the animating response. If, on the other hand, 
they are tired of hearing him, or impatient to 
greet the next speaker, a few faint and strag­
gling claps will warn him, that he had better 
resume his seat as soon as possible.
But after all, it does appear to me that this 
method of conducting religious anniversaries 
any where, is highly objectionable. Whatever 
the temporary effect may be, it is the spirit of 
the world, which “worketh not the righteous­
ness of God.’’ I could not help asking myself, 
when I saw grave and pious divines, as well as 
laymen, (for I could have no doubt of their pi­
ety,) clapping each other upon the platform : 
If Paul, and Barnabas, and John were here, 
would they need or willingly take such stimu­
lants? Suppose the three thousand, who were 
converted on the day of Pentecost, had some 
little time after held a missionary meeting, to 
consult together upon the duty of preaching the 
gospel to the gentiles, is it at all likely, they 
would have conducted it in this manner? It 
deserves serious consideration, whether ‘confor­
mity to the world,’in the manner of conducting 
missionary operations, is not as hostile to pure 
religion, as it is any where else.
It must be obvious to every one who goes to 
Exeter Hall, from day to day, that the habit of 
cheering gives many of the speeches their pe 
culiar complexion. J hardly know how to ex­
press it, but there is, in too many, a sort of ad 
captandum smartness about them, which is not 
in keeping with the legitimate objects of a mis­
sionary meeting. When a successful and favo­
rite agent, for instance, rises amid the plaudits 
of listening thousands, he knows very well what 
is expected of him, and that they will be sorely 
disappointed, if he does not say a good many 
smart and striking things. This creates a temp­
tation to be eccentric, and extravagant, and 
witty even, which poor human nature can scarce­
ly be expected to resist. I do not wish to en­
large on this topic, and the objections which I 
feel to the foreign custom upon which I have 
been remarking, may be too strong; but I do 
hope it will never obtain in our religious anni- 
I llke t}.ie silent attention of a great
ments; and the sacraments, according to gen­
eral usage, are lodged in these organizations.— 
I believe it would be commonly regarded as a 
violation of usage and propriety—and of course 
of fundamental principle—if the sacraments 
should be administered independently of them. 
Ministers may preach where they can find 
hearers ; hut the church and its sacraments are 
in these associations. A pastor is not even ne­
cessary to constitute a church. This machinery 
has absorbed all controlling power,and the min­
istry is an accident. That which was first, has 
come to be last. It seems never to be imagin­
ed, that there is any departure in all this from 
apostolic usage, and that the entire order of 
primitive organization is reversed. Christ gave 
his sacraments to his ministers—to the apostles 
—that in the use of them they and their suc­
cessors might maintain the visible forms of his 
kingdom. But in this system the sacraments 
and the control of them are held by organiza­
tions of laity, and the ministry are obliged to 
ask leave to take and to use them! It would be 
a censurable irregularity if they should presume 
to recover this power, to use it at their own dis-
versaries.
assembly—the serious and deeply interested 
look—the sparkling and tearful eye a great deal 
better. I am sure they are more befitting these 
great religious convocations. At the same time 
it would be very uncharitable to judge of the 
moral effect of opposite systems,upon the minds
of those who have been always accustomed to 
it, by our own feelings. They certainly do en­
joy their anniversaries very much; and how far 
their religious feelings are marred by such ad­
mixtures, it does not become a stranger like 
myself to say—probably much less than many 
would suppose. But the nearer we can all 
come to the simplicity of the gospel, in extend­
ing the knowledge of a crucified Saviour, the 
better.
If I am not quite mistaken, our brethren in- 
England are much more complimentary to each 
other on the platform, than would be altogether 
delicate and proper at our anniversaries. V\ hat 
you sometimes hear, reminds you strongly of 
those laudatory dedications, which used to be 
so common a century or two ago. Individuals 
present* who have distinguished themselves in 
any good cause, are not unfrequently commen­
ded by their brethren, in very much the same 
terms, which we should employ in speaking of 
our absent benefactors, of devoted foreign mis­
sionaries—or rather as we are accustomed to 
allude to those eminent servants of Christ who 
have already finished their course, and entered 
upon their eternal reward. All this is very kind­
ly intended, no doubt; but is it expedient?— 
Does it minister to Christian humility, or to that 
which ‘puffeth up.’ Is it safe, to play with flint 
and steel in a house filled with tinder? I as­
cribe this contrast, however, between our two 
platforms, not to the greater modesty, or more 
devoted piety of our American Christians; but 
to habits of complimentary address, growing 
out of immemorial deference to rank and public 
service, which have been so much cherished on 
the other side of the Atlantic, and so little on 
this side. As a matter of course, men will car­
ry more, or less of the habits of their civil re­
lations, and the customary civilities of their so­
cial intercourse, into their benevolent and re­
ligious enterprizes. If that straight forward 
course is the best, which leaves every man’s 
merits or demerits to the testimony of his own 
conscience, in the sight of God, as I think it 
is, and if we keep nearer to it than our English 
brethren, it is chiefly owing, I have no doubt,to 
those elementary principles of republicanism 
which pervade all our institutions and modify 
all our customs. Dr. Humphrey.
VIVASOUR POWELL.
A noted minister in Wales, who died in pri­
son on account ofhis attachment to the Gospel, 
in 1670, once hearing of a poor man in his 
neighbourhood, who followed his calling on the 
Lord’s day, went to him and asked him why he 
broke the Sabbath. The man replied that he 
could but barely maintain his family by his earn­
ings on the Sabbath,added to those of the week. 
Mr. P. inquired how much he earned a day, 
and on being informed, engaged that if the man 
would attend public worship every Lord’s day 
he would pay him a day’s wages weekly. The 
man attended Mr. P.’s ministry, and tor some 
time regularly received his pay. At length 
Mr. P. having for some little time forgotten to 
pay the man, called upon him, and familiarly 
said, “I am in your debt.” The mar. answer­
ed, “No, Sir, you are not.” “How so?” said 
Mr. P., “I have not paid you since such a day.” 
The man replied, “J can now trust God, for 1 
have found that he can bless the work of six 
days, for the support of my family, equally as 
when I worked on the Sabbath.” Ever after 
he observed the law of God, and proved that “in 
keeping his commandments there is great re­
ward.”—Presbyteria n.
A DEVOUT SPIRIT.
Without this your imagination may be charm­
ed, your sensibility excited, and your mind en­
riched: but your heart will continue at “enmity 
with God,” and your life uninfluenced by his 
precepts. The waters of the sanctuary may 
flow over your soul;yet fail to fertilize and re­
fresh; the manna which should serve for food, 
will giv e no nourishment; your spiritual know­
ledge, like the carved cherubim and palm-trees 




(Translated from the third Number of the Paris “Journal 
des Missions Evangeliques” for 183G, for the Boston Re­
corder. )
We announced some time since, the depar­
ture of two missionaries of the llhenish Society 
for the island of Borneo, and their intention to 
attempt the establishment of a mission among 
that terrible people, the Dayaks. We have 
now the happiness of announcing the arrival of 
M. Barnstein among that savage people and of 
giving some interesting particulars.
After having been detained for some time at 
Batayia, where he had the good fortune to find 
a young converted Malay, named Luc Mouton, 
who offered to accompany him, M. Barnstein 
left that city, and coasted along the island of 
Java in an Arab vessel, collecting, wherever 
he stopped, whatever information he could con­
cerning the Dayaks. June 26, he arrived at 
the Dutch settlement of Banjermassing in the 
south of Borneo. He was there sick of a fever 
but the friendly attentions of Governor Gold- 
mann and the purity of the air on that coast so 
revived him that he was able to pursue the ob­
ject of his voyage without delay. As the in­
formation which he had received concerning the 
Dayaks was generally encouraging,but not per­
fectly satisfactory, he resolved io penetrate into 
the interior of the country, and visit the tribe 
himself.
He embarked, with thirteen natives, to ascend 
the river which flows into the sea near Banjer­
massing. At the port of Ba-koropy, where he 
arrived in the afternoon; he found, in the com­
mandant at that place, a religious and very am­
iable man, who rendered important assistance to 
him and his companions. After leaving this 
place, he saw no more Europeans. On the 
evening of the next day, having left the main 
river and ascended one of its branches towards 
the West, they arrived at the first village of the 
Little Dayaks. M. Barnstein remembered with 
joy, that that day was the anniversary of his con­
secration to the ministry. The chief of this 
village was an aged man, who sustaining friend­
ly relations w ith Banjermassing; was well ac­
quainted with Gov. Goldmann. He gave our 
travellers a very friendly reception, and lodged 
them in his own house.
The Dayaks, who occupy many villages in 
this vicinity and who are called the Little Day-
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aks, because they are less numerous than other 
tribesof the same name,are of a middling height, 
robust, active, and vigorous. Their complex­
ion is a pale yellow, much like that of the Chi­
nese. They converse in a loud voice, distinct­
ly and fluently, but their language of which 
there are many dialects, appears to have little 
relation to the Malay. The men wear Intle 
clothing; the women at e dressed in cotton, and 
have the arm, below the elbow, covered with 
rino-s of highly polished copper. Men and wo­
men all wear necklaces of polished stones.— 
There houses are built upon stakes driven into 
the ground, and are thus raised eight or ten feet 
from the surface of the earth; probably, be­
cause the earth in many places, is damp, and 
tor the sake of defending themselves against 
serpents and other venomous animals. Their 
riches are of the most fragile kind imaginable : 
consisting of fine porcelain vases, for which 
they pay sometimes a thousand, and even two 
thousand florins. The Dayaks are in no want 
of idols, which like themselves, wear great 
wooden rings in their ears. Often, to increase 
the number of their gods, they merely cut off 
the top and branches of a tree in the field, and 
on the upper part of the trunk, carve the figure 
Of the idol, which thus remains in the place 
where it grew. They pay a superstitious regard 
to the flight of birds.
After having visited many villages of the 
Dayaks,and often entered their aerial mansions, 
M. Barnstein took advantage of an occasion on 
which a great number of them had assembled 
for feasting and amusement, to inform them of 
the object for which he had come among them. 
Some of them, who understood Malay, inter­
preted his speech to the rest, who received it 
favorably, and expresssed much gratitude for 
the presents of salt and tobacco which were 
made to then.
M. Barnstein visited the Grand Dayaks, who 
live at the distance of two day's journey in the 
interior. A man, whose name was Ponko, of­
fered immediately to receive the strangers into 
his house: and as it was already late, and our 
travellers in great need of repose, they went, 
after a friendly and serious conversation with 
their host, and and lay down with fear, under 
the protection of the Good Shepherd, on the 
mats, which the “beheaders” had spread for 
them. Their thirst for blood and acts of cruel­
ty, by which they have deserved that name, ap­
pears to have diminished of late: as they readi­
ly gave to M. Barnstein one of the sabres which 
they had formerly used in the commission of 
murder. The travellers afterwards passed from 
village to village: visiting the Grand Dayaks, 
and found the population more numerous and 
the soil less damp. When M. Barnstein told 
them, at his departure, that perhaps he should 
soon return and live among them, they informed 
him that they would willingly send their chil­
dren to school, and that they themselves would 
come to him for instruction.
The chiefs particularly insisted that M. Barn- 
stein and his companion should make with them 
a treaty of friendship by blood: to which, for 
the advantage or the work of the Lord, they 
consented.
A hog was brought, which Mr. Barnstein 
purchased for a moderate price. The animal 
was quickly killed, dressed, and served up.— 
During these operations, many chiefs and a 
great crowd of people assembled from all parts. 
When the feast was ended, one of the Dayaks 
rose up and uttered a prayer, which our brother 
did not understand, but in which he perceived 
that the name “Allah” (God,) often occurred. 
Rice was then thrown upon the earth seven 
time. Then M. Barnstein and Luc were seated 
on a bench, between the two principal chiefs, 
or kings. Then four men, holding large knives 
in their hands, approached them, made a slight 
incision upon the right shoulder of each of 
them, took the blood which appeared on the 
point of the instrument; and mingled it with 
strong liquors. The mixture being prepared, 
the four men seated together drank it. The 
treaty of alliance and friendship being conclud­
ed; the people who had assisted in the cere­
mony raised a mighty cry of joy. And now, 
M M. Barnstein and Luc belong to the tribe 
of the Dayaks, as brethren, according to flesh 
and blood, and can, with perfect safety, dwell 
among them; wherever their tribe extends.— 
The two principal chiefs accompanied their 
new brothers for a considerable distance, at 
their departure.
Thus the door seems to be opened for the 
preaching of the gospel among a people, long 
despised and repelled as the refuse of the hu­
man race. May M. Barnstein, who found it 
necessary to revisit Java on matters of business 
be able soon to return to the Dayaks, and plant 
in the midst of them the standard of the cross!
SAILORS BECOMING MISSIONARIES.
At a recent meeting of a Methodist Mission­
ary Society, at new Bedford; one of the speak­
ers had mentioned that there was a great call 
for missionaries, and another had stated that it 
was possible that there might be some even in 
that assembly who wanted to enter the field, and 
only waited for a little assistance from the 
Church, to prepare them to be useful therein. 
Mr. Pierce observed, that if there were any 
such in the assembly, he wished they would 
make it manifest by rising. For a moment a 
breathless silence pervaded the house; but soon 
a young sailor in the vigour of manhood rose 
up, came forward, and with great solemnity de­
clared in the presence of God and the people, 
that he felt himself called to that work. He 
stated that he had lived in heathen lands—that 
he had witnessed theirdepravity, had seen their 
idolatry, their ignorance, and their misery— 
that he had witnessed the salutary effects that. 
Christian missionaries had effected in Oahu and 
other islands in the Pacific, and that his soul 
had burnt within him to be engaged in that la­
bour of love; but that his poor information had 
made him incompetent for the work; and that 
he had entered the last voyage on purpose to 
gain money that would enable him to obtain a 
competent education for such a work; but that 
lie was compelled to quit the vessel on account 
of ill health, and had returned to this place, 
where, with his returning health, he felt in­
creasing desires to be prepared to carry the 
glad tidings of salvation to the heathen world.
Hie effect of this narration was electric.— 
Every eye was fixed, every ear attentive, every 
heart was melted at the recital.—Sailor s Mag­
azine.
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Clerical Removal—The Rev. Henry Payne of the 
Diocese of New-York, has accepted the appointment of 
Missionary to the parishes in Springfield and Urbana, and 
is expected to commence his duties early in this month.
“ A Few Thoughts.”—A little volume with this title, 
published in Columbus, andpoZ up in a very neat and cred­
itable style, has just come to band. It purports to be writ­
ten by 3 member of the Bar in answer to a letter from a 
brother lawyer which contained the following words: “You 
too, it seems, have joined the Church ! What does this 
mean? I have been inclined to think, that men of busi­
ness could find better employment. Give us your honest 
thoughts upon the subject.” This letter, as must be plain, 
might have been answered by a full adduction of the evi-
dences, statement of the doctrines, and pressing of the mo­
tives of our holy religion. Another book like Gregory’s 
Letters might have been written in reply. The author of 
the “ Thoughts, however, seems to have considered such 
an undertaking useless. Thinking, perhaps, as well he 
might, that nearly all the doubts and difficulties on this 
subject have their origin in the heart,rather than the head, 
he comes at once to the conscience, and summoning it to 
hear and decide, utters his sentiments not merely as being 
speculatively convinced, but with the air of one who can 
say, “ we speak that we do know, and testify that we have 
seen.” The “ thoughts” are indeed “ few,” and may be 
read at a sitting ; and they are as solemn and convincing as 
they are few. They rest upon their own intrinsic truth, 
and receive no aid from ambitious attempts at fine writing. 
The only extraneous aid they receive is from the personal 
testimony of the writer. He has made a profession of re­
ligion. A brother lawyer in astonishment enquires,why. 
The distrust of the latter in regard to religion is hypotheti­
cal : he has never tried it. The confidence of the former 
is based on experiment: he has tried it; and if his opinion 
was worth asking it is worth receiving. Shall then the 
enquirer put the opinion thus “ honestly” given, to the 
test ?—This would seem to be the issue,to which the writer 
of the “ Thoughts” would bring the enquirer, whom he 
answers, and all others in a similar state of mind.
As a specimen of the work, we give a brief extract. Its 
object is to show the difference between the faith of the 
understanding and the faith of the heart.
It is obvious, that the assent of the understanding to any 
abstract truth, is one thing; and that such a belief in the 
, same truth, as to excite feeling and action, is quite anothei 
1 thing. The Philosopher, in his closet, may demonstrate 
1 and fully believe, the truth of some mathematical principle 
I applicable to the science of navigation; but who does not 
: see the difference between hisyitil/j,and the faith of the Ship 
Master, who, amidst the perils of the ocean, is constantly 
reducing the same principle to actual practice, and thus 
brings the ship and her crew home in safety. The princi­
ple is all the same; but in the one case, it is abstract and 
merely intellectual, while in the other, it is used, practiced 
upon, and felt to be true. The latter is the faith of the 
Gospel—one of the fruits, or rather, a constituent part of 
spiritual regeneration.
A father and his son, late in the day. come to the banks 
of a stream swollen by a heavy rain. The fears of the boy 
are excited. Night is at band. Thoughts of home rush 
into his mind. He casts an anxious look, first upon the 
dark and rapid stream, and then upon his father’s face. At 
length the father says to him—The stream is too deep for 
you' my son. 1 must carry you in my arms, Be not 
afraid. I have crossed the stream before. Hold fast to 
your father, and we shall soon be safe at home. Now, as 
the son silently clasps his arms around the neck of his kind 
and affectionate father, is there on his part, nothing more 
than the mere assent of the understanding—nothing more 
than a simple, cold belief, that the father has bone and mus­
cle sufficient to carry him safely across the stream ? Far 
from it. His heart is overflowing with that sincere af­
fection— that warm and filial confidence, which great wa­
ters cannot quench nor floods drown ; and as they approach 
the middle of the stream, and he feels the water rising up­
on him, he clings the closer to his father’s bosom, and soon 
is carried beyond the reach of danger and safely arrives at 
home. So too with the Christian. The days of his pil­
grimage draw to a close, and he approaches the cold stream 
of death—which all must pass. He looks upon the dark 
and turbid waters with fear and apprehension. But soon 
he hears the cheering language—“Let not your heart be 
troubled—Put your trust in me—Fear not—I will nevei 
leave thee nor forsake thee.” Nor are these mere words 
of course. No. They lie as a cordial at his heart; and 
as he sinks into the stream, and its waters close over him, 
he feels beneath him the everlasting arms of his heavenly 
Father, and is soon carried to those mansions of rest, which 
remain for the people of God.
REPORT OE SCHOLARSHIP & DELINQUEN­
CIES
of the Students of Kenyon College and Preparatory Schools, 
commencing April 21st, and ending May 23th, 1836.
SCHOLARSHIP.
AS 31, BS 34, CS 28, DS 28, ES 30, FS 25, GS 33, 
HS 30, IS 27, JS 28, KS 30, LS 30, MS 26, NS 30, OS
27, P S 33, QS 29, TS 26, US 31, WS 30, XS 20, YS
29, ZS 34, AT 31, BT 22, CT 27, DT 28, ET 35, FT
26, GT 29, HT 29, IT 23, JT 27, KT 28, LT 26, MT
28, NT 30, OT 25, PT 24, QT 32, RT 26, ST 34, UT
25, VT 28, WT 33, YT 33, ZT 25, AU 25, BU 27, CU
32, DU 20. EU 25, Nil 35, NG 28, JC 34, JE 38, KH 
23, KA 26, LE 36, MG 36, HE 33, MR 34, BF 34, KF 
36, AD 40, LD 38, KD32, CB 29, MF 33, CH 33, NE 
31, KE 27, LF 36, FD 20, VB 31, FA 29, RC 22, JF 35, 
GG 38, BA 36, GC 35, JB 18, CG 33, BD 33, SB 27, 
FK 38, AK 27, DL 20, BK 34, CK 30, BL 36, DK 30, 
FL 12, HM 25, EK 36, FK 30, GK 15, HK 25, KK 27, 
AN 25, LK 25, M K 23, KO 34, NK 28, AP 40, OK 35, 
BO 33, MP 30, BR 28, DP 40, PK 32, FP 20, OL 35, 
PL 33, QL 37, RK 27, SK 36, BM 40, TK 27, CM 23, 
DM 20, WK 35, CK 27, YK 20, FN 33, JG 37, IIF 39, 
DC 35, FC 31, JA 34, M A 36, BH 30, ME 29, FE 23, 
AB 38 FA 34, KG 37, DG38, CF 35, JII 32, AG 31, 
JD 29, MC 26, FH 37, KC 31, FB 38, LH 35, AC 29, 
NJ 28, GU 28, HU 33, IU 30, JU 30, KU 25, LU 33, 
JU 27, NU 33, OU 33, PU 26, QU 29, RU 30, SU 28, 
ru 29, VU 28, WU 30, XU 30, YU 27, ZU 30, AV 24,
IV 28 CV 33, DV 33, EV 25, FV 26, GV 27, HV 25, 
V29, JV24, KV33, LV28, MV26, NV 0, OV 0, PV 0,
DELINQUENCIES.
FK 12, AK 15, BK 3, CK 3, BL 3, FL 6, HM 12, 
’K 3, KK 12, AN 3, LK 12. MK 6, KO 3, OK 9, BO 3, 
IP 9, OL 50, PL 3, QL 6, RK 6, BM 6, CM 18, DM 
5, FN 15, AS 12, BS 3, CS 1, DS 18, ES 9, FS 3, GS 
, HS 9, IS 11, JS 5, KS 6, LS 2, MS 1, NS 4, OS 12, 
S 3, QS 4, TS 11, US 9, WS 5, XS 0, YS 19, ZS1, 
tT 6, BT 9, CT 4, DT 4, ET 6, FT 5, GT 5, HT’ II, 
T 10, JT 8, KT 2, LT 1, MT 6, NT 15, OT 21, PT 1, 
IT 4, RT 12, ST 4, UT 0, VT 1, WT 4, YT 4, ZT 14, 
.U1J, BU 5, CU11, DU 1, EU 4, NE 4, NG 4, MH 2, 
iD 2, MA 4, FB 2, AC 4, CF 2, JH 12, BD 4, JB 6, 
B 4, RC 2, FU 5, GU 2, HU 1, IU 6, JU 1, KU2, 
,U 1, MU 4, NU 12, OU 10, PU 4, QU 6, RU 6, SU 6, 
U 13, VU 5, WU 10, XU 4, YU 3, ZU 1, AV 2, BV 5,
V 0, DV 0, EV 1, FV 8, GV 1, HV 3, IV 5, JV 5,
V 1, LV 1, MV 3, NV 0, OV 0, PV 0.______________
MARRIED,
At Gambier, May 29th, by the Rev. C. W. Fitch, Mr. 
William A. Johnson of Senecaville to Miss Kkziah Me- 
lick, of this place. ____________ ____
To the Friends of the Sabbath, 
r HYHE Subscriber is now publishing, in the city of Cleve- 
.JL land. Ohio, for distant circulation, once in two weeks, 
and on an imperial sheet, the Cleveland Messenger.
Its character is religious; its object, the better observance 
of the Sabbath ; and the promotion of benevolent objects 
generally.—-Great exertions will be made to render this 
paper interesting, instructive and useful. _ '
Price, one dollar per annum, in advance. But if any 
gentleman will pay $20 for the Messenger, t® be directed
to one place, be shall be entitled to 25 copies for one year, 
and in that proportion for all over that sum.
A notice of deposit from any good Bank in the United 
States, when received by mail or otherwise, will be satis­
factory. Subscribers names and places of residence should 
be intelligibly written.
Will ministers and laymen help sustain this publication, 
by contributing to its columns, and furnishing ‘the need­
ful ?’ Should each help a little, much good might be ac­
complished. HARMON KINGSBURY.
Cleveland, Ohio, May, 1S36.
Editors friendly to this object, are invited to give
the foregoing one insertion in their respective papers.
Notice.
HE Subscriber as Agent for Kenyon College, is au­
thorized to lease an eligible lot in Gambier free of rent
for a tevmof years to any suitable person, who will imme­
diately erect thereon, a commodious Temperance Hotel.
For further particulars application must be made to the 
subscriber. M. T. C. WING.
Gambier, June 1, 1836.
Female Seminary.
A SEMINARY for Young Ladies will be opened in Mount Vernon, under two competent female in­structors, on the first Monday in June. The course of stu­
dies will embrace the branches usually taught in common 
schools, such as Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Grammar 
and Geography. Also Chemistry, Botany, Natural and 
Moral Philosophy, Geometry, Music on the Piano, Paint­
ing and Drawing.
Information respecting tuition, board, &c. may be ob­
tained by applying to REV. A. B. HARD.
Mt. Nemon, O. May 25.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Georgia Convention.—The following notice is taken 
from the Columbus Enquirer.
The annual session of this ecclesiastical body, which was 
held in the Presbyterian church in this city, closed its de­
liberations on Wednesday, the 20th ult.
The representation from the different parishes, compris­
ing the Diocese, was more full than was expected, from the 
remoteness ot the plage of meeting.
And although it v^as»a subject of deep regret to the 
Episcopalians of this city, that their new and beautiful ed­
ifice could not be sufficiently forwarded, to accommodate 
the Convention within its walls—yet we have great rea­
son to express our gratitude to God, for the general pros­
perity which seems to pervade our denomination in this 
Diocese.
It is a remarkable fact, that a Church, which until re­
cently was not known to exist among us, should now be ta­
king its place in the front rank of Missionary enterprise, 
and including in its ministry the most devoted and evangel­
ical heralds of the Cross. I venture to predict, that when­
ever the spirit of fervent piety, which now characterizes the 
Liturgy of this Church, shall be carried out and seen in 
the conduct of her living members, she will become a praise 
and a blessing to the whole earth. “Her walls shall be 
called salvation, and her gates praise!”
The most important proceeding of the late Convention 
was the nomination (informally) of the Rev. Edward 
Neufville, rector of Christ’s Church, Savannah, as a suita­
ble person to be appointed, under the canon of 1S35, Bish­
op of the Diocese. This appointment is vested in the 
House of Bishops, (during the recess of the General Con • 
vention,) and as a meeting of their body will take place in 
June next, for the purpose of appointing a bishop for the 
Diocese of Michigan—it is hoped that at the same time, a 
bishop will be appointed for this Diocese.
It is proper to add, that the distinguished presbyter, , 
whose name is mentioned above, and who was prevented ! 
by the sickness of bis family from attending the recent 
Convention in this city, has resigned temporarily, his rec­
torship in Savannah, and is now devoting himself ex­
clusively to missionary labor in the interior of the Dio­
cese.
The demand for missionaries of this Church has much 
increased of late, and we have just heard that Clarksville, 
Milledgeville, and Sparta, desire aid of this kind from an 
Episcopal source. In thankfulness for such encourage­
ment’ we say to our brethren, and tb all other advocates of 
truth and righteousness, “Nil desperandum—Mayna est veri- 
tas, et prevaiebit.”
A New Bible SociETY.—From private letters, received 
in this city, we learn that a new Society was formed in the 
city of New-York, on Friday last, by Baptist brethren as­
sembled in Oliver-street Baptist Meeting-house, denomi­
nated The American and Foreign Bible Society.
It will be recollected, that the Convention at Hartford 
decided, that in case the American Bible Society, at its 
annual meeting sustained its directors, a Convention should 
be called to meet in Philadelphia in the Spring of 1837, 
and appointed a committee for the purpose of calling a 
Convention in case of such a contingency. We hope that 
the brethren assembled in New-York, bad good and suffi­
cient reasons for this unlooked for proceeding. At present, 
we are wholly uninformed of the reasons that led to the 
adoption of this measure ; nor are we able to conceive of j 
any motives for such a proceeding, that were not apparent 
to the brethren assembled at Hartford—Chr. Watchman.
LETTER OF MR. SOUTHGATE.
We are permitted to present to our readers the following 
very interestingletter, addressed by the Rev. Horatio South- 
gate to the Rev. J. A. Clark, dated
New-York Bay, 
Sunday, April 24t/i, 1836.
Rev. and dear Sir,—I rejoice to be able to address you 
from the water. After my long but providential delay, it 
is delightful to find myself actually entered upon my work. 
The darkness which for a time rested upon my path is
dissipated, and the clear light of duty shines around me__
If the perplexities which have beset me have bad no other 
beneficial influence, they have at least made the present 
hour a happy one. Every other feeling is lost in that of 
joy and gratitude to God, at finding these fears and doubts 
behind me, and looking forward to a plain path before me.
I know not that I feel any regret, certainly no sorrow, in 
now leaving all that is dear to me on earth—country, homt, 
friends. The clear conviction that I am doing the will of 
God, and calm trust in his power and love such as I have 
seldom before known, preserve me in peace in this hour of 
farewell.
We attempted to get to sea yesterday at 12 o’clock. A 
steamboat was ready to convey us to the ship lying in the 
stream. Many of my friends in New-York were present, 
some of whom accompanied me to the ship. Upon our 
arrival there it was found that the wind was too violent 
to commence our voyage. The passengers, therefore re­
turned to the city. As 1 had taken leave of all my friends 
in the morning, I kept myself private during the day, 
and came on board again this morning at 8 o’clock. We 
are now moving along before a favourable and easy breeze, 
and shall soon be clear of the harbour, when our pilot, by 
whom I send this to the city, will leave us. You know, 
doubtless, already the route which I am to pursue. I shall 
spend about a week in Faris, and shall write you from 
there, if God brings me safely thither.
I wish that the prayer for a person going to sea, or some 
other appropriate,“are should he offered in my behalf in 
St. Andrew’s next Sabbath. Remember, dear Sir, and beg 
the brethren of St. Andrew’s to remember, that I depend 
upon their prayers. It'has given me double strength to re­
flect that I should he followed by the constant supplications 
of one Church in my particular behalf. Give me your 
prayers, and I shall fear nothing. Without them, dear 
brethren, your contributions and my efforts are in vain.—
I have no hope hut in the might of God, and that will not 
be exercised for prayerless Christians. The Saviour 
strengthening me, 1 will devote myself, soul and body, 
with all my energies, to this work, and if you will sustain 
me by your prayers, why may we not be the instruments 
of accomplishing great things for the Redeemer’s king­
dom ? There are 23 passengers on board, all foreigners I 
believe, and all Catholics but myself. Thus am I thrown 
at once into a situation which requires the exercise of some 
of the highest qualities of the missionary—carefulness in 
duty and prudence* May God give me the wisdom of the 
serpent with the hurmlessness of the dove. Do 1 not need 
your prayers even now. 1 know, brethren, you will not 
fail me. In haste, but most truly and affectionately,
II. Southgate, Jr.
CHRISTIANITY IN INDIA.
At the instance of two gentlemen engaged in the East 
India trade, one of them an active layman in our Church, 
the other a member of the Dutch Reformed Church, the 
Agent of our Press, some time ago, transmitted five hun­
dred Bibles to the Calcutta Bible Society. The following 
letter is from Archdeacon Dealtry, acknowledging the re­
ceipt of this donation. By some mistake, tne Archdeacon 
ascribes the gift to the Naw York Auxiliary Bible and
Common Prayer Book Society, of which, also, Mr. Smith 
was at that time the Agent. The letter will be found to 
throw much and gratifying light on the state of Christian- 
ityinthe East Indies.
This letter, in common with all else that we learn re­
specting the religious aspect of India, strengthens the con­
viction that Christianity will ultimately, by means chiefly 
of British Literature and institutions, be established in 
that extensive country. Whenever the language and Lit­
erature of a Christian people are introduced among a Hea­
then nation, the way is opened by Providence to the mis­
sionary, and Christianity will surely and successfully fol­
low.
The example of the liberal donors, is one that commends 
itself for imitation to all Christian merchants engaged in 
commerce with foreign lar.ds.
“To Floyd Smith, Esq.,
“Dear Sir,— I am requested by the Committee of the 
Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society, to acknowledge the re­
ceipt of five hundred English Bibles, and to express their 
thanks for the unexpected and liberal grant, so suitable to 
their present wants.
“ It gives me much pleasure in being able to state that 
the objects of the Bible and Missionary Societies have been 
making rapid progress in this country within the last few 
years. This is discernable in a greater accession of con­
verts than usual, but to a greater extent in the anxiety for 
moral as well as intellectual improvement manifest among 
the youth of every class, leading them to inquiry- and re­
search, which, if directed aright, may lead to the happiest 
results.
“The missionaries in the field, if considered with refer­
ence to the wants of India, are few and inadequate; but it 
will ever be the same, so long as we have to look only to forr 
eign countries for instructors. Of late, the directors of the 
different missionary bodies and others, have felt and have 
begun to act, on the principle that it is advisable to look to 
the youths of the country for their future missionaries and 
teachers. Hence have sprung up Bishop’s College, the 
High School, an infant school, the General Assembly of 
Scotland’s Seminaries, Serampore College, and other insti­
tutions, tending more or less to the spread of Christian 
knowledge, and designed to raise up classes of native 
youths to carry on the great work of evangelizing the coun­
try.
“The power of the Almighty has also been very visible 
in overruling the purposes of undesigned and unwilling 
instruments to the furtherance of his own cause.
“The government have for several years past been lau­
dably desirous of educating the natives, and felt some diffi­
culty in commencing their operations. The natives were 
apt to consider them as uniting with the missionaries in en­
deavoring to convert them to Christianity. To give them 
confidence, every precaution was used to exclude the sacred 
Scriptures and Christianity from the halls of the first in­
stitution,—the Hindoo College. Nothing could be more 
unpromising than this institution at its commencement; 
but even this dry rock has been made togusb out with wa­
ter, and may yet be made the means of assisting "in irriga­
ting and fertilizing the land. The knowledge of geogra­
phy and history has been the means shaking the faith of 
many of the Hindoo youth in their own religion. The 
knowledge of English has enabled them to examine the 
Scriptures, and other religious publications, which their 
friends would never have permitted them to read in their 
native language. A few of them have professed their con­
viction of the truth of Christianity, have been received into 
the fold of Christ, and are now preparing for admission in­
to the ChrRlian ministry.
“AwSflier instrument, the Durmah Subiia, in direct op­
position to the intention of its originators is silently under­
mining the strong holds of idolatry. The Durmah Sub­
ha is an association of Hindoos, originally formed to pro­
mote an appeal to the British Parliament against the law 
prohibiting the burning of Hindoo widows, and since con­
tinued on the plea of protecting the interests of the Hin­
doo religion. The first display of its powers was exhibit­
ed by excommunicating those who had signed a counter 
petition, approving of the law against suttees. The Di­
rectors of the Association have now descended to a system 
of espionage into the privacies of family intercourse, for 
the detection of defaulters against the Hindoo faith, and 
have given umbrage to many Hindoos of influence and 
wealth by their acts. The consequence is, that a spirit of 
sectarianism is springing up among the Hindoos, and they 
are beginning to examine into their shasters, in the hope 
of giving prominence to their own peculiar opinions, and 
to throw down those of their opponents. Inquiry thus 
beneficial to the cause of the truth, must eventually lead to 
the subversion of a system so completely erroneous as that 
of Hindooism.
“I have given you a slight idea of the state of things in 
this country, and hardly need add, how acceptable a cheap 
edition of the English Scriptures must be at such a period. 
The English language being from a variety of circum­
stances, much studied now in India, and the minds of the 
youths generally anxious for instruction, and that of many 
of the heathen youth hanging by a hair between deism and 
infidelity, it has become more than ordinarily the duty ot 
Christians to place the Scriptures in their hands. May 
your gift be instrumental in drawing many to a serious con­
sideration of their everlasting welfaie.
“In conclusion, it only remains for me to add, that the 
Calcutta Committee have despatched by the ‘Mount Ver­
non,’ Captain J. J. Scolie, a small supply of their oriental 
publications, (as per enclosed list,) as a mark of their sen­
timents, and that I have added to this packet a copy of each 
of the Calcutta Auxiliary Annual Reports for the last 
three years.
“I am, dear Sir, yours very truly,
“T. Dealtry, Archdeacon of Calcutta, 
Sec'ry to the Calcutta Bible Society. 
“Calcutta, Nov, 21, 1835.”
By the ship Shepherdess, from Calcutta, we have receiv­
ed a letter from a member of the American Mission at 
Ceylon, (dated late in December,) from which we take the 
! following passages: —
“ Y’ou will rejoice to hear that our Seminary at Batticot- 
) ta has lately been blessed with another revival of religion.
1 It commenced at a protracted meeting held there last 
month. Belonging to the Seminary there are one hundred 
1 and fifty students or more. We may hope that about half,
1 at least, are on the Lord’s side. The female seminary at 
1 Oodooville has also been a sharer in these rich blessings.
“ About eight hundred children were present at one of 
our late meetings at Chavagacherry. We often find such 
meetings attended with much benefit. Many children 
have been so far impreseed as to go home and tell of the 
Saviour to their paren's. After the last meeting, several 
of the parents came to get portions of the Scripture, 
through the instrumentality of their children.
“ I rejoice that you are turning your attention to the 
children in foreign lands, and cannot but hope that your 
society will become mightily instrumental in promoting 
their best spiritual interests. I feel more and more im­
pressed with the importance of a thorough culture of their 
minds, and doubt not that if you had been conversant for 
sixteen years with the darkness and abominations with 
whiel' I am surrounded, you would be sensible of it to a 
degree which does not now obtain. 1 have about thirty- 
five schools, containing near twelve hundred children.— 
The whole number under instruction in our mission is 
probably five thousand. As half the time of these children 
is devoted to religious instruction, we may hope for the best 
results. They cannot grow up as their fathers have done, 
j It is impossible for them to be the subjects of so much 
moral culture without an effect to weaken, (to say the least) 
their faith in the absurd system of heathenism. All we 
have to do is to go forward with faith and prayer, and with 
hands upheld by the Christian public, and our labors shall 
soon be crowned with success.”
The editor of the Louisville Journal, pub! ishes a letter 
from a clergyman, whose character and pursuits he thus 
notices: —
“ The Rev. Mr. Roberts, the author of the following 
letter, is emphatically a good man. Love for his species 
is the governing principle of his life. Possessing a fortune 
of $50,000, he has placed the whole of it in the hands of 
trustees, with directions that the entire proceeds shall be 
regularly applied to the propagation and support of the 
Christian religion. He himself has started for China as 
a Christian Missionary, with no thought of ever returning 
to his own country.”
Church Pastoral Aid Society.—A Society has lately 
been formed in London of which the Rt. Hon. Lord Ash­
ley is President, having the following objects in view: — 
“ To promote the religious influence of the United Church, 
by such methods only as it may be competent to a volun­
tary Society to employ in entire consistency with.her dis­
cipline and order ; to obtain authentic and exact informa­
tion relative to such portions of the population as may he 
most destitute of religious instruction; and render such 
aid to the Clergy in the discharge of their duties as they 
may be desirous to accept, and the Society may have it in 
its power to render ■ aid being given except so far as lo­
cal exertions shall be found to be incompetent to the ne­
cessities of the case. In destitute places, where no other 
sufficient means are available, the Society will assist, ac­
cording to its power, in appropriating ns places of worship, 
and for the administration of the word of God, buildings 
already erected, or in erecting churches or chapels for that 
end. It will contribute such help as may be in its power 
to the support of additional Clergymen in destitute parish­
es or districts, who shall zealously and faithfully co-operate 
with the Incumbent; and assist, as it may be able, in the 
supply to destitute places of Lay Agents, whether Candi­
dates for Holy Orders, or others, or whether partially of 
wholly to be maintained ; which Lay Agents shall act un­
der the direction of the Incumbent, and be removable at 
his pleasure.”—Southern Churchman.
SUMMA R Y.
Indian War.— Rising of the Creek Indians__ Charles­
ton papers bring distressing accounts of a general rising 
among the Creek Indians, who muster several thousand 
warriors, and seem about to make a desperate effort to re­
gain their lost possessions. There is no longer a doubt of 
a general Creek war. Fifty families have been murdered, 
and 2000 people have fled to Columbus for protection *
The Columbus Herald of May 10, announces the mur­
der by the Creeks of Major William Flournoy, formerly 
of Putnam county, (Ga.) while on his way to Fort Mitch­
ell, to complain of their depredations. More than a hun­
dred individuals, including whites and negroes, have fled to 
Georgia for safety; among them, Rev. E. Glen, Dr. Rich­
ardson, Col. A. B. Dawson, Mr. Pitts, Dr. Battle, Cob 
Richardson, &c. Several settlers were murdered on the 
road yesterday. It is supposed that when the Indians got 
possession on the abandoned settlements of from 15,000 to 
20,000 bushels of corn, they destroyed every thin" on 
them—furnitute, bedding, &c. and burned the buildings.
A letter from Col. Crowell to his Excellency, C. C. 
Clay, dated Fort Mitchell, 9th May, states that the Creek 
Chiefs had sent him word that their young men were bent 
upon war, and had assembled in the swamp near the Fede­
ral road with the view of attacking any troops that might 
march into the nation ; and Col. C. adds, without military 
aid, the settlers must be driven from their homes with a 
great loss of property, if not their lives.
Renewal of Hostilities by the Semindles.—The St. Augus­
tine Herald, of May 12th, states that Mr. Abraham Du­
pont who resides at Matanzas, about 25 miles south of that 
city, arrived on Sunday morning about 7 o’clock, having 
travelled on foot all night with his two little sons, whence 
he was obliged to flee for safety; the Indians having plun­
dered and fired his house, and killed a neighbor, Mr. Jo­
seph Long, who had called at the house. Upon the re­
ceipt of the above information, Gen. Scott sent Capt. Dim- 
ick’s Company of U. S. Artillery, mounted, accompanied 
by ten volunteers, in pursuit of them, but without success.
The state of that frontier is most disastrous__ There are
not 500 effective men between the Creek and Seminole 
lines, and all Florida will be devastated, if the Governors 
of South-Carolina and Georgia do not send mounted men 
to the Florida line and to Tallahassee. The Seminoles are 
advancing on Tallahassee. The Creeks will be forced upon 
it. Gen. Scott is in “summer quarters.”
Col. White sent an express to Gen. Scott, and made an 
appeal to the Governors of South-Carolina and Georgia to 
send mounted men to Tallahassee and the Florida line, to 
save Middle Florida from robbery and murder in this dis­
graceful Seminole war__ N. Ir. Observer.
The Orleans Advertiser, states that Dr. Harrison, son 
of Gen. Win. H. Harrison of Ohio, with three other 
Americans, were murdered at Waloope in Texas, by the 
Mexican citizens.
Murder of American Seamen at the Fegee Islands__ The
American whale ship Awashonks, while near the Fejee 
Islands, wasvisited by a large number of the natives, who 
came on board in the most friendly manner; and while be­
ing shown the several implements about the ship, one of 
the savages, who had the boat spade in his band, suddenly 
aimed a blow at the captain and in an instant severed his 
head from his body. A part of the crew immediately ran 
below ; but the mate and three of the crew were overpow­
ered by numbers, and killed defending the vessel. The 
second mate jumped overboard and was killed in the water 
The savages then took possession of the vessel: the chief 
took the helm and steered for the land. A lad by the 
name of Wood, who had fled below after being wounded, 
judging from the known character of the South Sea Isl 
landers that ii the chief was killed the savages would in­
stantly leave the vessel. The plan was executed by firing 
a pistol through the skylight, which instantly killed the 
chief, upon which the ship was immediately abandoned by 
the savages. The crew then took possession of the deck, 
and sailed for the Sandwich Islands.—Detroit Journal and 
Courier.
Arrival of Bear Admiral Wooster__ Came passenger in
the ship Florida, arrived at New-York on the 2d instant 
from Valparaiso, Rear Admiral Charles W. Wooster of 
the Chilian Navy, of Connecticut, after an absence of 19 
years from his native country__ Merc.
The celebrated Mosher estate in England, rated $32,- 
000,000, has found a claimant in Caleb Mosher, Jr. of 
Providence, R. I. who has retained Attorney General 
Green as his Counsellor in the matter.
In France, as in England, the moment a slave sets his 
foot on the soil, he becomes a free man ; but hitherto when 
any of these slaves have returned to the French colonies, 
they have been considered as again falling back into a state 
of slavery. An ordinance has now been signed by the 
King, declaring that all slaves coming into France with the 
consent of their masters, obtain their full and perpetual 
emancipation.
FOREIGN.
The Usurper Salaverry Defeated and taken Prisoner__ _
By a letter from our correspondent at Payta, March 2d 
1836, we have the important information that the civil war 
in Lima has terminated by a pitched battle, Feb. 7th, on 
the heighlsof “ Alto dela Luna,” near Arequipa, in which 
the army of Salaverry was completely routed, and he taken 
prisoner while attempting to make his escape to Islay, on
the sea coast, where his vessels of war were assembled__
He had 2,500 men, while Santa Ciuz numbered 6,000, 
composed of Peruvians and Bolivians. The battle lasted 
7 days, when Salaverry, alter repeatedly repulsing the as­
saults of Santa Cruz was ultimately compelled 7o yield, 
from fatigue and exhaustion, to an overwhelming force. 
Our correspondent adds, “The slaughter is saiifto have 
been terrible, and the field was covered with headless trunks, 
the dying and the dead.” Santa Cruz acknowledges a loss 
of 500 men.
On the 18th of February, Salaverry, together with his 
Generals and Colonels, Fornandini, Picoga, Moya, Carde- 
rus, and five others were shot. The officers suffered first, 
and when Salaverry was brought out to have the bandage 
placed on his eyes be disdainfully refused, sayin" “I can 
look my murderers in the face, for fear is no part of my 
composition.”—New- York Star.
By the ship Star, arrived the 11th inst. from Liverpool, 
we have received papers to the 8th of April inclusive.
Roman Catholic establishments are increasing in num­
ber, very rapidly in England as well as Ireland. One 
cause ot this is stated to be the breaking up of monastic 
establishments in Spain and other continental countries.
The actual surplus revenue of Great Britain and Ire­
land, beyond the actual expenditure, for the year ending 
January 5th, 1836, was 1,620,940 pounds, four shillings 
and eleven pence.
There has been a great mortality among the Bishops in 
England and Ireland lately. Between the 10th of March 
and the 5th of April, we find recorded the deaths of three; 
the Bishop of Ely, the Bishop of Litchfield and Coventry, 
and the Bishop of Killaloe, in Ireland.
Dr. Valpy, well known, by his editions of the classics, 
died at Reading, on the 2d of April.
Some interesting discoveries have been recently made in 
the excavations of Herculaneum and 1 ompeii. —Acta YorA 
Observer.
By the ship Pacific, Capt. Hoxie, Liverpool papers to 
the 15th of April, and London papers to the 13th, havo 
been received.
They contain accounts of the blowing up of the eques­
trian statue of King William the Third, at College Green, 
Dublin. This statue was erected in the year 1701, on the 
anniversary of the battle of the Boyne, by the citizens of 
Dublin; and this is the fourth attempt made, in a few 
months, to blow it up. Parliament re-assembed outlie 
11th. I he tithe bill was postponed for a few days.
I be subject of the indemnity with the Udited States, 
had been introduced into the French Chambers af Peers. 
The Minister stated that the explanation was sufficient; 
the money bad been paid, and confidence restored. M. 
Serurrier, the former minister, had been directed to return 
to the United States.
The affairs of Spain have undergone no material change.
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POETRY.
From the Cleveland Messenger.
THE VOICE OF SPRING.
There's a voice on the river,
A voice in the vale,
In the leaflets that quiver 
In the rush of the gale:
In forests, on mountains,
Its music is heard,
And silvery fountains 
Awake at its word,
And feathery singers are out on the wing;
For nature revives at the voice of the spring.
Awaken, awaken!
Eeaf, river and tree:
Your chains I have shaken,
Again ye are free;
Soon founts shall be gushing 
With musical streams,
And flowers be blushing 
With the bright hue of dreams,
And jewels of beauty on earth I will fling,
For nature shall bloom at the coming ol spring.
There’s life in the waters,
There’s light ill the skies,
Spring’s flower-crowned daughters 
In beauty arise:
O’er earth they are flinging,
Their spells of delight,
And roses are springing 
From the tears of the night t
There’s a charm and a glory on earth's meanest thing, 
For nature blooms bright at the voice of the spring.
JUVENILE.
From the Annals of Education. 
THE CRUSOE COLONY.
We have formerly described the School Col­
ony of Meykrich established by Fellenberg, at 
a short distance from Hotwyl, as a place ot ed­
ucation at the cheapest rate, for neglected, 
homeless children, in a manner fitted to pre­
pare them lor enduring a life of toil and hard­
ship. An extract from the journal of a travel­
ler, published in the School Gazette of Hofwyl, 
gives some interesting traits of the spirit which 
animates the little Crusoe Colony.
The traveller, in a botanical excursion, came 
suddenly upon the little cottage of the Crusoes 
and in a conversation with one of the children 
who was left to take care of the house and pre­
pare the supper, he learned the general object 
and history ot the colony. When even came 
on, the conversation was interrupted by a song 
from the voices of children:
‘Come, gentle evening, come,
Around our bumble cot.’
The journal proceeds—‘I turned and saw a 
troop of boys approach the house, with a young 
man at their head. They had their hoes on 
their shoulders; and brought with them a basket 
of potatoes prepared for planting. When they 
saw me, instead of treating me as a stranger, 
they wished me good evening, andjseemed grat­
ified by my visit. I returned their greeting cor­
dially, and asked;
‘Have you made progress in your work to­
day?
Teacher. Some: but we have not finished yet 
we must begin again early in the morning.
Traveller, (To the boys.J You are tired, I 
suppose.
Boys. Oh! not very! We must water our 
garden now. The sun is so hot that it must be 
thirsty.
Tr. . And your cook has got the supper rea 
dy—that will taste good, without doubt.
T. Have you been here long?
Tr. Only a little while. With permis­
sion from your cook, I have been examining 
your cottage. You are very comfortably lodg­
ed here. Every thing is well'arranged.
T. Yes. When I remember how much bet­
ter we are provided for, than thousands who 
have neither work, nor house, nor food, I often 
wish that others were as well supplied.
In the mean time the boys put away their tools the teacher stood up, offered the evening prayer 
and went to water their garden. They observ- , and the boys retired. I laid myself down on 
ed the young shoots which began to show them- \ the hay bed, with the teacher’s covering and 
selves, and loosened the earth around the plants with this image of peace before me, sunk sweet-
which were already grown The little cook \ ly to sleep, 
now came from his cellar-kit chen, and greeted ( 
the party. One of the boys went to assist him 
in the preparations for supper. The teacher 
looked on while all these little affairs were go­
ing forward; and in reply to my inquiries, ob­
served that the arrangements for the day were 
always made in the morning! that each one had 
his task assigned him; and that in this way, 
there was no need of repeated orders.
Tr. Is any instruction given here?
T. Labour is our principal business here; 
tor in this way we earn our living; but instruc­
tion is our recreation. What happens in our 
work, is often the subject ot conversation in the ! 
hours of instruction; and then, when we are at 
work, we often speak of what we have learned 
-—so that each employment assists the other.— !
Every day we have occasion to apply some- i 
thing that we have learned in our labours; and i 
to derive example for instruction from our ' 
work.
At this moment, we were called to the sim- , 
pie supper of potatoes and milk. A blessing 1 
was asked. The conversation turned upon their 
agricultural employments and each gave his i 
opinion freely. After thanks were returned and 
the cloth removed, the evening assembly for 
self-examination was held.
T. My children, the day is ended. Do you 
remember what I gave you this morning to think 
of during the day?
1st boy. Our Father in heaven takes care of 
us, and is not willing that one of us should per­
ish.—2d boy. He sees the heart of every one
and knows all our thoughts__3d boy. We
should take care of each other, as he takes care 
of us, or we shall not dare to call ourselves 
his children.—4t.h boy. You rold us how much 
patience our Father has with us.—5th boy.—
And how much patience we ought to have with 
one another and not be angry, but forgive, as 
our Saviour taught and did.
T. Now I see you have remembered very 
w.e ' Lve you practised it too? I will be-
nilmnniti 1 t'1'S * *^aY g'ven You
have iriven^n 1,6 Patleot, and I ought also to 
have given you an example of patience mvself- 
Do you remember at noon ♦ „ niJsfcir
to work, Jacob struck me ac J"5'; n8 • v 7 
handle of his hoe? I know S"/*1 ‘X .tlie 
awkwardness, but the blow was nnilr i^ 
scolded hinr-.If you cannot nkVm *
go to the end of the row, where you will not 
strike any body in the face.’ You see that was 
not right. If I had been patient, as I told you 
to be, I should have said, ‘You have struck me,
anti it has hurt me; when we work together we 
must take care not to interfere with others.’— 
Then Jacob would have been sorry, and would 
have taken more care. But at the end of the 
row, he had no occasion to take care, or to 
learn how.
Not long after, I saw John in his haste run 
against Jacob, with the line and stake, and tread 
on his foot. Jacob was provoked by my scold­
ing, and returned the blow intentionally, and 
they were on the point ofdoing each other more 
injury. I would at once have interfered and re­
proved Jacob’s impatience, but I was ashamed 
of myself and could only say, ‘We must plant 
potatoes now, and not attend to anything else.
Jacob, smiling, said, ‘We have made up al­
ready; John has forgiven me. But, believe me, 
I am sorry I made you angry.’
T. I believe you, and I am glad you are at 
peace.
2cZ boy. I found two buttons, and I knew 
they belonged to Peter, who looked for them 
and inquired after them. I did not tell a lie 
but I said nothing; and I think that was not 
right. Here are your buttons, Peter.
Peter. I thought you had them, and I have 
been angry at you all day; but I am not now.
T. I am glad you have made peace. Are you 
all at peace?
Boys. Yes, yes.
T. Do you know what the Saviour says?
Boys. lie says that when we go to pray, we 
must think whether we are in peace with all 
men; and if we are not, our prayers are of no 
value.
T. Can one of you repeat the passage?
Boy. ‘When thou bringest thy gift to the 
altar,’ &c.
T. I am glad that you understand and prac­
tise this. I have something more to say. This 
gentleman has lost his way, and has eaten with 
us, and he wishes to lodge under our roof and 
on our bed of hay.
This delighted the children, and they debat­
ed who should have the privilege of giving him 
his covering. The teacher told them theirs 
was too small; that he was glad they had thought 
of it; but he would give him his own.
T. The potatoes are the fruit of our labour 
the milk is from our cow that is fed with our hay. 
Where does this all come from?
B. You tell us from our work.
And what do we work with?
Our arms.
And what teaches us how to use our
Our reason. * < n









T. And if it were always dry, and cold, and 
cloudy, would work do any good?
B. No; we must have sunshine and rain.
T. And if we had always sunshine and rain
one after the other, could the plants grow; and 
could we keep on with our work?
13. No; you have told us that we must have 
the night to rest in; and the morning and even­
ing dew—the breakfast and supper of the 
plants.
T. Has our work then, alone, brought us 
all this?
Is/ B. No; earth, sun, rain, night, dew, were 
all necessary.
2d B. And we must have seed too.
3rZ B. And our reason. God has given us 
reason too. You have told us, that God leaves 
those to be deceived by their reason, who do 
not use it according to his will.
T. I am glad you have so well remember­
ed what I have taught you. We will now sing 
a hymn, and then go to rest.
After the boys had sung the beautiful hymn,
‘Golden evening sun,
How glorious thou art,’ &c.,
Hofwyl, February 3d, 1836.
From tlie New York Mirror.
HOME AT LAST.
A shivering child, one winter’s night,
(The snow was deep, and cold the blast,)
Hugging her ragged mother tight,
“Mother!” exclaimed, “we’re home at last!”
And as she spake, poor little one,
A ruinous hut she stood before,
Whence, ever since the morning sun,
They strayed—to beg from door to door.
Ye’re home at last! Sad home is this—
All lorn without, all cold within ;
The adder here might lurk and hiss,
Her poisonous web the spider spin—
But there’s no lire to warm, nor light,
And crevices are yawning wide,
Through which the storm, this freezing night,
May lay you stiffened side by side!
And yet this wayward child had been 
By many a gorgeous house—and past
Where mirth and music cheer the scene,
Nor envies—for she’s home at last!
Thus may the heart be trained below 
To love the cot wherein was cast
Its fate of poverty or wo,
Like hers who cried—“We’re home at last!”
C. C. P.
SUNDAY SCHOOLS
From the Sunday School Visiter.
A REASON FOR DULNESS OF SCHOLARS.
Mr, Editor,—I have heard teachers com­
plain of their classes, as being dull of apprehen­
sion and inattentive. I have seen their pupils 
gradually withdraw, and others put in their 
places, and still the cry would be, “stupidity 
and inattention.” The circumstance, that such 
teachers should have a continued series ot block­
heads for their scholars, appeared to be some­
what singular; and more so from the fact, that 
in the same school were found classes of chil­
dren remarkable for their intelligence. At first 
I was disposed to charge the superintendent 
with partiality in selecting the bright and prom­
ising children for some favorite teacher, while 
the dolts were put under the care of those not 
possessing his esteem. I determined to watch 
his movements for a time, but, after the most 
diligent inquiries, I must acknowledge that he 
was impartial. Being of an inquisitive turn, and 
this fact having created some interest in my 
mind, 1 determined, if possible, to find out the 
cause. For this purpose I allowed my thoughts 
to wander occasionally from my own class to a
ench ot dumbhead* close by. I was soon con-
vinced that the boys were not wanting in gen­
ius, for the mischievous pranks which they play­
ed on their good-natured teacher, and each 
other, showed as much ingenuity and versatili­
ty of mind as is common in children of their 
age. Thus foiled in my attempts to find out 
the cause of my friend’s complaint, as a last re­
sort, I made some observations on his mode of 
teaching. I hardly expected to find any thing
amiss here, for he was known as a conscientious 
intelligent Christian. He was always in his 
place at the appointed time, and appeared to be 
diligent in his endeavors to instruct. Something 
however, was wrong, and 1 now was quite anx­
ious to search it out. I observed that after 
school was opened, he took up the book, and 
said, “Peter, where is the lesson?” addressing 
one of his scholars. “I had no catechism,” was 
the reply. “James, can you tell?” “I forgot 
my book,” was the answer. “What lesson had 
you last Sunday?” One of the boys took the 
book, and after turning the leaves, pointed out 
the Creed as the lesson. Mr. It----- then be­
gan to question his class—all could repeat with 
fluency. He then commenced explaining the 
first article, “I believe in God,’ &c. He talked 
some time about faith, the being and attributes 
of God, when the bell rang, and the exercise 
closed. The scholars appeared to welcome the 
sound. He closed the book, and assigned the 
remainder of the Creed for the next lesson.
The next Sunday came, and the same was
reacted. Mr. R----- had forgotten the lesson
he had given them, and, after making some in­
quiries, one mischievous-looking lad took the 
book,and pointed to the “Commandments.”
The teacher asked him, “How many com­
mandments are there?”
“Ten.” ,
“What is the first?” Tbenijxt boy answered; 
when the teacher talked for some time in the 
same1 strain as he did the previous Sunday 
about the first article of the Creed, and, as near 
as I could remember, repeating the same ideas. 
On the second cpinmandment he was detained, 
for none of the boys could repeat it, so he very 
kindly endeavored to teach it to them by dicta­
tion. The bell rang, and the school closed.
It happened, on the previous Sunday, that it 
was my turn to stay with the children dur­
ing divine service. I found it necessary to 
station myself in the midst of this class, for their 
noise was such as to discommode the whole 
school. After proceeding through morning ser­
vice, the superintendent began to read one ot 
Todd’s Lectures: it was on “the Being of God;” 
the above mentioned class, on hearing the text, 
began to play—the superintendent stopped, 
caught their attention, and proceeded8. There 
was no further occasion for my services that 
morning, for all were quiet and attentive.
I now thought that I had discovered the rea­
son why Mr. R----- called his children stupid
and inattentive. I saw them listen with atten­
tion to a lecture on the same subject as that on 
which their teacher spoke without being able to 
interest them. The lecture was plain and sim­
ple—his language above their comprehension. 
It was very evident that he came to the school 
without any preparation, and then talked in the 
same style as he had been accustomed to'hear 
used in sermons.
Mr. R----- was a conscientious man, and on
being told of this defect in his teaching, he de­
termined to remedy it—he made the trial—his 
class is attentive, and he no longer calls them 
stupid. A few days since, in conversing on the 
subject he stated that it required considerable 
preparation on his part to qualify him for teach­
ing. He added, “J am convinced of the truth 
of that saying, ‘A boy may preach, but, it takes 
a man to catechize.’ ” W.
M I S CEL LAN Y.
THE SLAVE.
Three years ago, in the state of Georgia, a 
certain black slave of gigantic stature and pro­
portional strength, 35 years old, and having a 
wite and four childien, determined to effect his 
escape, and to rescue himself and his whole 
family from bondage. A quak'er who resided 
near him, being privy to his design, resolved to 
aid him in its accomplishment; and according­
ly carried the slave and his family fifty miles in 
a wagon by night. In the day time they lay 
concealed in the woods, and on the second 
night the same man carried them fifty miles fur­
ther. It was the design of the negro to make 
his way to Canada; the name of which country 
he had heard, and of which he had an undefin­
ed notion, but without any accurate knowledge 
of where it was situated; and he dared make 
no inquires save of the Quaker, his neighbor, 
who seemed to have acted the part of his gaur- 
dian angel- At the end of the second night, 
he told the black man that he could do no more 
for him, having already endangered both his 
life and property. He told the slave that he 
must not travel on the highway, nor attempt to 
cross a ferry, but taking him by the hand, he 
committed him to God and the North star.— 
This star he was to take as his guide, and it 
would lead him at length to the land of British 
freedom. The poor slave hade adieu to his ben­
efactor, and after skulking in the day and trav­
elling by night, he at length came to an unex­
pected obstacle. It was a broad river, (the 
Savannah,) of the existence of which he had 
not the least knowledge. But as nothing re­
mained but to cross it, he tied his two young 
children on his back, and between swimming 
where it was deep and wading where it was 
shallow, his two elder sons swimming by his 
side, he at length made out to reach the oppo­
site bank; then returning, he brought over his 
wife in the same manner. In this way he pass­
ed undiscovered through South and North Car­
olina? and Virginia, and at length made his way 
into Pennsylvania; not knowing, however, that 
he had then reached the land of quakers and of 
freedom. Anil thus he pursued his way, with 
the same fear and the same secresy, until after 
six weeks of incessant toil and danger, he ar­
rived with bleeding feet at the town of Buffalo; 
and being afraid to confide in any white man, 
he put his wife and children in the custody of 
some poor Indians in that neighborhood. For 
he rightly judged that the poor were most like­
ly to be the friends of the poor. As he enter­
ed the town, and passed the shop of a colored 
barber,who was also, like himself,a’n&an of great 
physical strength, the man saw him through the 
window, and instantly stepping into the street, 
put his hand upon his shoulder and said: “You 
arc a fugitive slave.” But seeing his alarm, he
added; “Fear nothing; I shall not betray you. 
The slave then told the barber his whole story; 
and when he had done, the barber said: “I will 
engage to put you safe over the Canada line.— 
But it is right I should tell yon your master was 
this morning in my shop inquiring after you. 
He concealed the slave in his stable, comfort­
ed him with food and with part of a bottle of 
wine: and obtained a wagon and two horses to
carry him to the ferry over the Niagara river.—- 
He could not cross in the night, because the 
boats did not run; and the only resource that 
remained was to set out at the dawn of day.— 
They did so; and the slave, his wife, and chil­
dren, the barber, and the driver, arrived safely 
at Black Rock, and called up the ferryman to 
take them over. The ferryman had unfastened 
the boat, and it had just swung off into the 
stream, when who should make his appearance 
but the slave’s master, with his horse in a foam 
and a cocked pistol in his hand. He ordered 
the ferryman to turn the scow back again, on 
which the barber declared that if he did so, he 
would be the death of him. The master with 
violent vociferations, protested that if he did 
not, he would blow out his brains. The poor 
ferryman lifted up his hands, and cried: “The 
Lord have mercy on me! It seems I am to be 
killed any how. But if I do die, I will die doing 
right. At that moment the hands that were at 
work upon the steam-boat Henry Clay, and per­
ceiving how matters stood, gave three loud 
cheers for liberty, which were immediately re­
sponded to by a collection of people on the 
Canada side. The ferryman pushed off, and 
in a few minutes the rejoicing slave, with his 
wife and children, were borne on the dark bos­
om of the Niagara river safe to the land of 
British liberty and law.—N. Y. Observer.
The Mother or Napoleon.—We are indebted for the 
subjoined very eloquent and interesting Qrtiple, to the Uni­
ted Gazette—for which it was translated from a Paris Jour­
nal :
No other woman’s destiny has been such as Madame 
Letitia Bonaparte’s; no queen, had nature even accorded 
her the same fecundity, could have dared to hope for sucli 
a fate. Of her eight children, seven have Worn crowns;
and the only one who was not a king, refused to he so----
Lucien was only the friend of Napoleon in misfortune.— 
His soul was in some degree like his mother’s, who replied 
to the great emperor on one occasion, when he reproached 
her with preferring Lucien to her other children—
“The one who suffers is always the child that I most ar­
dently love.”
She, too, like Lucien, had a melancholy foresight of the 
misfortunes which awaited her; the unexampled fortune of 
her family had not blinded her and even in her palace, with 
the title of empress, surrounded by a court, and rich with 
immense treasures, she wisely armed herself against the fu­
ture. She economised the wealth which her son lavish­
ed upon her; and, when the courtiers, to whom every vir­
tue is a novelty, expressed their surprise at this, she dared 
to reply to them—with the fortunes of Nepoleon before 
her—
“Who knows but it may be one day necessary for me to 
give bread to all these kings?”
That day has arrived—but more fatal, more terrible than 
she foresaw. There was one of those children to whom she 
could give no bread. He died far from her, guarded by 
Englishmen, who narrowly measured out to the prisoner 
the meagre pittance of each repast, and even the allowance 
of air he was suffered to breathe.
She may well have wept bitterly over the misfortunes of 
that one. If she loved her children in proportion to their 
misfortunes, none so much deserved her tenderness.
Afterward her son-in-law died, shot like a robber, on a 
desert shore; then the sons of these sons, then her loveli­
est daughter, then her sons’ wives, her children and her 
grand-children, and the rejt of this family have been scat­
tered over the world, begging an asylum from all the earth, 
as if the fragments of this great raci, would crush the soil 
on which they should be assembled. So she has died alone, 
with her brother-in-law at her pillow, with the only mem­
ber of her family who escaped proscription, because he call­
ed himself a cardinal, and was protected by the church.— 
American Citizen.
EXTRACT FROM COLERIDGE S TABLE TALK.
Ghost stories are absurd. Whenever a real ghost ap­
pears—by which I mean some man or woman dressed up 
to frighten another; if the supernatural character of the 
apparition has been for a moment believed, the effects on 
the spectator have always been most terrible—convulsion, 
idiocy, madness, or even death on the spot. Consider the 
awful descriptions in the Old Testament of the effects of a 
spiritual presence on the prophets and seers of the Hebrews; 
tha terror, the exceeding great dread, the utter loss of all 
animal power. Butin our common Ghost stories, you al­
ways find that the seer, after a most appalling apparition, 
as you are to believe, is quite well the next day. Perhaps 
he may have a headache; but that is the outside of the ef­
fect produced. Alton, a man of genius, and the best pain­
ter yet produced by America, when he was in England, 
told me an anecdote which confirms what I have been say­
ing. It was, I think, in the University ol Cambridge, 
near Boston, that a certain youth took it into his wise 
head to endeavor to convert a Tom Paineish companion of 
his by appearing as a Ghcst before him. He accordingly 
dressed himself up in the usual way, having previously ex­
tracted the ball from the pistol which always lay near the 
head of his friend’s bed. Upon first awakening : and see­
ing the apparition, the youth who was to he freightened, 
A., very cooly looked his companion, the ghost, in the face, 
and said, “I know you. This is a very good joke; hut 
you see I am not frightened. Now you may vanish!”— 
The ghost stood still. -‘Come,” said A., “that is enough,
I shall get angry. “By------ejaculated A. “if you do
not in three minutes go away, I’ll shoot you. He waited 
the time, deliberately levelled the pistol, fired, and, with a 
scream at the immobility of the figure, became convulsed 
and afterwards died. The very instant he believed it to be 
a ghost, his human nature fell before it__ Cleveland Messen­
ger.
MASSACRE AT PARIS.
The following narrative of the Massacre of Huguenots in 
France, usually called the Massacre of Bartholomew, is 
extracted from “The Huguenot Captain,” in Blackwood’s 
Magazine.
The grand victim of the night was Coligni. The Duke 
of Guise hated him as an enemy, feared him as a rival, and 
was resolved to have his blood as a man whose religious ha­
bits showed the impurity of his own. Still, with all those 
strong stimulants to the passions of an arrogant and san­
guinary spirit, it gives a dreadful idea of the furies of a 
persecuting time, to see the first subject of a country 
like France, the chief leader of her armies, a prince 
by birth, and standing in the first rank of eminent men in 
Europe, not merely countenance the assassination of a 
brave nobleman resting unsuspiciously on the pledged faith 
of the King, but actually covet to he the assassin. On the 
fatal night, the Duke of Guise sat up waiting for the toll­
ing of the bell, and the signal had no sooner been thus giv­
en, than he rushed into the street, with a crowd of men of 
rank, all prepared for murder. The house where the Ad­
miral lodged was instantly beset, and by an act of that con­
summate perfidy which makes the whole transaction infa­
mously renowned, the man employed to break open the 
door was Cosseino, the officer of the guard. The whole 
number now poured into the house. The Swiss attendants 
on the stairs were the first stabbed, and in the melee two 
men, Besme, a Lorraincr, and Pistrucci, an Italian, both 
of the Duke of Guise’s retainers, sprang up stairs, and at­
tempted to fore" the doors of the suite of chambers where 
Coligni lay. The noise awakened him, and he called to 
one of his attendants to know its cause—the household was 
already out of their beds, and from the clash of arms below 
and the outcries of the soldiers coming from the street 
they knew that their fate was at hand. The man’s singu­
lar, hut expressive answer was, “my Lord, God calls us to 
himself.” The Admiral then rose, threw on his night gown 
and badc Merlin, his Secretary, read prayers to°them — 
But his terror rendering him scarcely able to articulate, 
the Admiral, calmly turning to the attendants, said, “Save 
yourselves, my friends. AU is over with me. I have been 
long prepared for death.” When they had all left the room 
but one, he knelt down and committed his soul to God.— 
The doors were successively burst open, and Besme sprang
into the room. Seeing but an old man on his knees, he 
thought that he had been disappointed of his prey, and 
hastily asked, “Where is Coligni? “I am he,” was the 
heroic answer. “Young man, if you are a soldier, as you 
seem to be, vou ought to respect my grey hairs. But do 
what you will, you can shorten my life only by a tew days.”
The ruffian instantly drove the sword through his heart---
Tlie soldiers now filled the room, and the corpse was hack­
ed by every man’s sword or dagger. Besme then went to 
the window, and cried out to Guise and D'Angouleme, who 
were standing in the street, that the murder was done, 
“Very well,” was the chief inuderer’s answer, ‘M. I) An. 
goleme here will not believe it unless he sees him at his 
feet.’ The proof was soon furnished. 1 he corpse was 
thrown out of the window to the feet ot D Angouleme, 
and by the force of the concussion, the blood started out on 
the clothes and faces of the party. But Guise was still un­
satisfied, and to obtain full conviction, he toolfout his hand­
kerchief and cleared the blood from its countenance. Tlie 
features of his old noble antagonist were there, and as the 
last triumph of an ungenerous and cruel heart, he ordered 
him to be decapitated , the body was left to the indignities 
of the rabble, and they acted up to their full measure.—■
| After mangling and mutilating the senseless flesh til) they 
were exhausted, they fastened ropes to it, and then drag­
ged it through the streets for several days; they then threw 
it into the Seine. But they now wanted an object for 
their horrible sport, and after some time, they drew it out 
again, hung it by the heels to the gibbet of ’ Montl’aucon, 
put a lire under it, and roasted it! As if to leave no rank 
of France unstained, not merely by the general sweeping 
crime of the massacre, hut even by its lowest abominations: 
the king,hearing that the bodyoftbe man was roas;ing whom 
but a few days before he had courted and flattered, nay,call­
ed the ornament of his court and kingdom, his father,came 
with a showy cortege of his nobles to enjoy the spectacle.— 
He was worthy to enjoy it. On some of the cortege turn­
ing away, offended by the smell, Charles laughed at their 
squeamishness, and.said, as Vertellioushad said before him 
‘you see, gentlemen, I do not turn away. The smell of a 
dead enemy is always good. The miserable remains were 
afterwards taken down by the humanity of Marshal de 
Montmorency during the night; but as he was afraid of the 
renewal of those barbarities if he brought them to the 
chapel of Chantilly, he had them hidden for a while until 
they could he interred at Montauhon. Long subsequent­
ly, they were removed to the Coligni family, and publicly 
buried at Chatillon sur Loire. The head, on being cut off 
in the street, was sent to the Queen Mother. With what 
emotions must not that arch fiend have gazed on her hideous 
trophy! It was then transmitted to the next fitting place 
for such a triumph—Rome.
When the morning came, the streets exhibited a fright­
ful spectacle. Vast numbers had been killed in every quar­
ter—many thrown out of the windows and dashed to pie­
ces on the pavement, many stabbed in the upper parts of the 
houses, and hung bleeding from the casements. The assas­
sins were still employed in flinging the bodies into the 
streets, the portecocheres and passages of the great houses 
were heaped, in many instances, with corpses, and the 
streets filled with the rabble shouting and dragging the bo­
dies to throw them into the river. Yet a scene almost still 
more appalling was to be witnessed under the immediate 
eye of royalty. Many of the Protestants, and those among 
the thief, had been massacred in the square, and neighhor- 
hood of the Louvre, to which they had crowded on. the first 
alarm, to gather round the admiral. Most of those gentle­
men had been hut a few days before sharers in tlie enter 
tainments on the marriage, and were well known to the 
court. On that morning the King, the court, and most 
inconceivable of all, the ladies of the household and wo­
men of rank, who had so lately danced and banquetted with 
those unfortunate nobles and chevaliers, came down into 
the square of the Louvre, and walked among the corpses, 
recognizing them, and laughing and jesting at every face 
they recognized. Some of the insults offered to the help­
less dead by those women, divested of their nature by the 
spirit of bigotry, defy description.
I he massacre continued in full violence for two days, 
and was renewed at intervals during the week.—A royal 
proclamation to stop the bloodshed had been issued on 
Tuesday, hut as no attempt was made to enforce it, the 
slaughter went on, principally now of individuals who 
had taken refuge. Seven or eight hundred who had run 
to the public gaols for shelter, were brought out and put 
to death, and all attempts made by any of the royal party
to save Protestants were reprobated at court as treason._
The language of the Louvre, on its being mentioned that 
the Dukes of Guise and Tavehnes, whether through poli­
cy or contempt, had suffered some to hide in their hotels, 
was, “that to spare the heretics was betraying God and the 
King; that if they were the smaller number, revenge 
would give them more strength ; that though Coligni was 
dead, Navarre and Conde were both alive. That the war 
must be pushed to the uttermost; Rochelle and Montau- 
bon must be attacked ; the fugitives from Paris, Langue­
doc, and the other provinces, must be looked for there; 
that Protestantism must not he suffered to raise its head 
through any unwariness in the arm of the faithful.” That 
massacre was regarded as only the primary step in the war 
of extermination.
Vital Principle or Seeds.—A small portion of the 
Royal Park of Bushy was broken up some time ago, for 
the purpose of ornamental culture, when immediately sev­
eral flowers sprang up, of the kinds which are ordinarily 
cultivated in gardens; this led to an investigation, and it 
was ascertained that identical spot had been used as a gar­
den not later than Oliver Cromwell, more than one hun­
dred and fifty years before.
Recipes.— To take out Iron Moulds__ Hold the iron
moulds over the fumes of boiling water for some time, 
then pour on the spot a little juice of sorrel and a little salt, 
wnen the cloth has thoroughly imbibed the juice, wash it 
in ley.
To remove- spots of Ink from, Linen.—Take a mould can­
dle or some pure tallow, melt it and dip the spotted part of 
linen in the melted tallow, then put it into the wash, when 
it will become perfectly white__ This isgiven’from experi-
A minister of state was asked why he did not promote 
merit: “because replied the statesman diily, merit did not 
promote me.”
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GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
From Wilmot’s Lives of Sacred Poets.
“Herrick is usually admired as the gay writer of a beau­
tiful Anacreontic song, and one or two poems, of a more 
plaintive character. The Noble Numbers, contain some 
touching strains of religious devotion. In an early num­
ber of the Quarterly Review, there was an account of a vis­
it to Dean Priory, and of the writer’s endeavors to discov ­
er some memorials of the poet. His researches were un­
successful, but he met with an old woman in the parish who 
repeated with great exactness and propriety live of the No­
ble Numbers, which she called her prayers, and was accus­
tomed to recite to herself at night when unable to sleep----
Among them was the following exquisite
LITANY TO THE HOLY SPIRIT.
“In the hour of my distress,
When temptations me oppress,
And when I my sins confess,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When I lie within my bed,
Sick at heart, and sick in head,
And with doubts discomforted,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the house doth sigh and weep,
And the world is drown’d in sleep,
Yet mine eyes the watch to keep,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
• When the passing bell doth toll,
And the furies in a shoal,
Come to fright a parting soul,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the tapers now burn blue,
And the comforters are few,
And that number more than true;
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the priest his last hath pray’d,
And I nod to what is said,
Because my speech is now decay’d,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the tempter me pursu’th,
With the sins of all my youth,
And half damns me with untruth,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the flames and hellish cries,
Fright mine ears, and fright mine eyes,
And all terrors me surprise,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.
When the judgment is reveal’d,
And that open’d which was seal’d,
When to Thee I have appeal’d,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me.”
THE OBSERVE R
From the Christian Watchman.
PRAYER FOR THE INFLUENCES OF THE SPIRIT.
The following are some remarks made by 
Messrs. Wayland and Manly at a public confer­
ence on the subject of Foreign Missions, as al­
luded to in our last by our Hartford correspon­
dent and reported in the Christian Secretary. 
The remarks were made in support of a reso­
lution, offered by Dr. Wayland, the purport of 
which, was that as the fields to be occupied by 
the Board are multiplying and as success de­
pends wholly upon God’s blessing, we ought to 
pray for the influences of the Holy Spirit to 
give efficiency to our efforts. In sustaining this 
resolution, Dr. W. remarked:
He should say a few words on this subject 
with peculiar pleasure. He considered it as 
yielding in importance to no subject that could 
be proposed. Yet he feared that important as 
it may be, it is least remembered. We are too 
much accustomed to look to our instrumentality 
for the efficacy, and like those of old, offer sa­
crifice to our own net and burn incense to our 
own drag. Read the Acts of the Apostles and 
you'vill find that where the servants of Christ 
labored most zealously and successfully they 
uniformly ascribed all glory to God, as the ef­
ficient cause of their success. And throughout 
the Bible, the song of the redeemed on earth is 
the same as that of the redeemed in heaven— 
“unto him that loved us, and gave himself for 
us, be glory forever.”
Dr. W. then carried back his audience to Jer­
usalem, at the time when the Church first com­
menced her Missionary operations in compli­
ance with the commands of her ascending Lord. 
They were few and apparently public ; yet, 
obeying their Master’s command, and trusting 
him for the needed blessing they went forth to 
personal effort and the result was, that in a few 
years the gospel had rolled its tide of blessings 
over all the known nations. Now we have a 
multiplication of labourers, and an immense in­
crease of the moral machinery which seems fit­
ted to press onward the triumphs of Christian 
truth and love. But we do not see the large re­
sults which attended the simple toil of the prior 
itive disciples of Jesus. Where lies the diffi­
culty?
One grand difficulty is, that we are not suffi­
ciently sensible that the power is all of God.— 
He will have all the glory, and unless -ve are 
disposed to trust him for success, and then as­
cribe to him ail the praise,he will leave us to try 
our own strength unassisted and unblessed. He 
will have us feel that means, however well de­
vised—no scheme, however well executed, can 
accomplish the great end, the sanctification of 
man, without the influences of his Spirit. He 
saidhehad beenstruck with theremarkmade bya 
Hindoo to a missionary, who was wondering why 
his preaching had so little effect upon the lis­
tening pagans—“These are good words, but our 
hearts do not turn.” So it is—we may speak 
good words; and many of them—we may per­
form good deeds—and many of them—but 
without the Spirit of God; men’s hearts do not 
turn.
In regard to praying for the Holy Spirit, Dr. 
W. thought we restricted our views too much 
respecting the field of the Spirit’s operation.— 
He supposed it to be a common sentiment that 
the Spirit would not act upon the minds of the 
heathen without the Bible. This position lie 
doubted. The Holy Spirit acts by or in con­
nexion with the truth—moral truth. Hence 
he believed that the truths of natural religion 
might be employed by the Spirit in awakening 
the minds of benighted pagans, and if not con­
verting them yet preparing them for the recep­
tion of God’s words. The Karens are found 
prepared—prepared for the advent of the Gos­
pel among them, so that it is only necessary to
explain to them the way of life through Jesus
Christ, and they cordially and promptly believe. 
We may therefore pray, and he believed we 
ought to pray that the Spirit may thus act upon 
the nations of the earth and prepaie them for 
the ready welcoming of the Tract, the Bible, 
the Missionary.
We should pray for the Spirit’s influences 
upon the truth—revealed truth already com­
municated to the heathen through the medium 
of the press. God is able to carry every page 
of your 7,000,000 printed the past year into 
saving contact with as many hearts. The ac­
count will long be remembered of the Burman 
who received a single Tract from one of cur 
missionaries, and uninstructed bore it away to 
his native wilds. He read it with interest, and 
the Spirit of God made it effectual to his con­
version. Soon after, he was called home to 
heaven, and while rejoicing in hope of glory, he 
requested his friends to bind the little Tract— 
the instrument of his salvation—upon his bo­
som, and thus deposit him in his grave.
Let it not be forgotten that prayer is indispen • 
sable to the success of our enterprise. And 
this is a service in which you may all engage, 
and by which you may aid on the work of sav­
ing mercy. If you can do nothing else you 
can pray. And will it not be occasion for grat­
itude and joy should you find, when you ar­
rive at heaven-thaUin answer to your prayers, 
some benightectsoa? has been converted to God 
and fitted for everlasting felicity.
WOMEN.
“Henceforth, when men fire at the name of 
Flora Mclvor, let women say, “There will be 
more Floras, when women feel that they have 
political power and duties.”—Miss Martineau.
There is no doubt of that; but will the world 
be the gainer by it? What has .the world gain­
ed, from the time of Cleopatra to the time of 
Major Laton’s wife by the mingling of women 
in politics? There was one battle, Napoleon 
said which he could never remember without' 
remorse, for the victory which he gained con­
tributed nothing to the success of the campaign. 
He ordered it to please a pretty woman, who 
wished to see a battle. As the world has grown 
more civilized—if we read history aright—wo­
men have had less to do with politics; and so, 
we doubt not, it will continue to be.
There are women in our land, who most la­
mentably underrate the value of their domes­
tic duties, who seem to think that, unless they 
do men’s work, they do nothing. It is a great 
mistake. Read the life of Jonathan Edwards. 
His wife, enabling him to put forth his powers 
unembarrassed, conferred a greater benefit upon 
mankind than all the female public characters 
that ever lived or ever will live. “Mary, the 
mother of Washington,” who was so proud of 
her “good boy,” and so desirous that “George” 
should “come home and take care of his plan­
tation,” was just the woman, without whose in­
fluence “George” could not have become the 
man that he was.
There is a fame, as extensive and durable as 
that of any bloody hero or bustling demagogue 
and far more desirable, which women may ac­
quire without leaving their appropriate sphere. 
Read the following passage, from a letter of Sir 
James McIntosh, to his friend, describing the 
character of his deceased wife;
Allow me, in justice to her memory, to tell 
you what she was, and what I owed her. I was 
guided in my chice only by the blind affection 
of my youth. I found an intelligent companion 
and a tender friend, a prudent monitress, the 
most faithful of wives, and a mother as tender 
as children ever had the misfortune to lose. 
I met a woman who, by the tender management 
of my weaknesses, gradually corrected the most 
pernicious of them. She became prudent from 
affection; arid though of the most generous na­
ture: sire was taught frugality and economy by 
her love for me. During the most critical pe­
riod of my life, she preserved order in my af­
fairs, from the care of which she relieved me. 
She gently reclaimed me from dissipation, she 
propped my weak and irresolute nature; she 
urged my indolence to all the exertions that 
have been useful or creditable to me, and she 
was perpetually at hand to admonish my heed­
lessness and improvidence. To her I owe what­
ever I am: to her whatever I shall be. In her 
solicitude for my interest, she never for a mo­
ment forgot my feelings or my character.— 
Even in her occasional resentments, for which I 
but too often gave cause,|(would to God I could 
recall those moments) she had no sullenness or 
acrimony. Her feelings were warm and impe­
tuous, but she was placable, tender and con­
stant. Such was she whom I have lost; and I 
have lost her when her excellent natural sense 
was rapidly improving after eight years of strug­
gle and distress had bound us fast to each other
when a knowledge of her worth had refined
my youthful love into friendship, before age had 
deprived it of much of its original ardor.—I lost 
her, alas! (the choice of my youth and the part­
ner of my misfortunes) at a moment when I had 
a prospect of her sharing my better days.
The philosophy which I have learnt, only 
teaches me that virtue and friendship are the 
greatest of human blessings, and that their loss 
is irreparable. It aggravates my calamity, in­
stead of consoling me under it. My wounded 
heait seeks another consolation.— Governed by 
these feeling, which have in every age and re­
gion of the world actuated the human mind, 
I seek relief, and I find it, in the soothing hope 
and consolatory opinion, that a benevolent wis­
dom inflicts the chastisement, as well as bestows 
the enjoyment of human life; that superintend­
ing goodness will one day enlighten the dark­
ness with surrounds our nature, and hangs ovei 
our prospects: that this dreary and wretched 
life is not the whole of man; that an animal so 
sagacious and provident, and capable of such 
proficiency in science and virtue, is not like the 
beasts that perish: that there is a dwelling place 
orepared for the spirits of the just, and that the 
ways of God will yet be vindicated to man.— 
The sentiments of religion which were implant-
ed in my mind in my early youth, and which 
were revived by the awful scenes which I have 
seen passing before my eyes in the world, are 
I trust deeply rooted in my heart by this great 
calamity.”
This description, the thoughtful reader must 
perceive, was written considerately. The ac­
knowledgement of the blindness of his youthful 
affection and of the possible diminution of its 
ardor, and the mention of her occasional resent­
ments, are the evident results of a conscienti­
ous carefulness to avoid excessive praise and 
to disparage his own judgment as much as truth 
could require. And after all, what a character 
he has drawn! This beautiful tribute to her 
worth will live in all future ages, and become 
a part of the literature of the human race. It 
will preserve her memory and procure venera­
tion for her character, when her marble tomb 
shall have crumbled into dust, and the showy 
idols of her day, who sighed for and sought and 
won contemporary fame, shall be forgotten.— 
And in future ages, the mild, pure light of her 
recorded example shall lead others in the same 
blissful path: and through its influence, many 
thousand wives shall be more lovely and belov­
ed, and many thousand husbands shall there­
fore be more happy and more useful. Nor is it 
wives alone, who may do great good in their ap­
propriate sphere of labor. Sisters ana daugh­
ters have domestic duties, the right performance 
of which is indispensable to the well-being of 
the world.—Bos. Rec.
Such was a specimen of the manner in which 
that mother communicated instruction to her 
children. Had she only spoken on the subject 
of prayer, generally, no lasting impression might 
have been made, but to lead her son to a cham­
ber, and there tell him of his Father in heaven 
and become thus definite, “you must come here 
every day,” fastened it on the memory for life. 
So Sabbath school teachers should instruct.— 
They should be definite and come down to par­
ticulars. The faith that dwelt in the mother, 
dwelt also in the son, and the grand-son. She 
was the grandmother of S. J. Mills.—Christian 
JVitness.
RESURRECTION OF TIIE BODY.
This corruptible part of ours shall put on in- 
corruptior.; our natural bodies shall be made 
glorious bodies, though we have lain a long time 
in the grave and bosom of the earth, mouldering 
and consuming away.
We all know that every night is the day’s 
funeral; and what is the morning, but the 
day’s resurrection again, of like the setting 
of the sun at evening, which the next morning 
shall rise again? And we all know that when 
we set or put a root into the ground, that it 
must lie all the winter and appear as dead; but 
in the spring-time, we hope to see it revive, and 
show itself by virtue of the sun. Just so will 
it be with us at the day of our resurrection; for 
it is a most certain argument, that he that can 
do the greater work, can also do the lesser; for 
God, who did make the world and also man at 
first of nothing can at the day of our resurrec­
tion make us perfect bodies again ofsomething. 
Therefore, O Lord,I beseech thee, prepare me 
for the day of my death; and whether it shall 
be by the messengers of death or by the trum­
pet of the judgment, that at the last day, when 
I shall rise again,I may behold thy glorious ma­
jesty with all the royal army of holy martyrs 
and blessed angels, that I,'may not be found with 
a distracted and guilty conscience, nor with the 
reprobates call to the hills to cover me, nor un­
to the recks to fall upon me; but that I may 
taste^fthy endless mercy, and so be received 
into thy heaven!v mansion.—From Samuel 
Smith's Great Assize.
OLD HUMPHREY ON EPITAPHS.
I love to read the epitaphs-of older and bet­
ter men than myself, who have passed before 
me, along the thorny pathways of this world’s 
pilgrimage, who have finished their course with 
joy, and found the end to be eternal life; for of­
ten in such seasons I find, before I am aware, 
that my tongue has begun to speak the desires, 
of my heart;—“Let me die the death of the 
righteous and let my last end be like his.”
Sometimes the dead are ^adlv bespattered 
with praise, and this is to be regretted; for if 
God in his mercy has taught us any tiling of 
our own hearts, we know that our sinful nature 
has nothing to boast of; and if he has taught us 
in addition any thing of his grace, we shall 
be ready to say, “Not unto us, O Lord,not unto 
us, but unto thy name be the glory.”
It seems out of character to write words of 
flattery over the resting-place of sinful dust and 
ashes; hut let us not be severe, let us make al­
lowances; sorrow has more affection than judg­
ment and we all set a high value on the friends 
we have lost.
Many a beautiful epitaph have I read, as well 
as many an absurd one both in verse and prose; 
but it has ever appeared to me that texts from 
the Scriptures are the most suitable inscriptions 
for the monuments of the dead. If there be 
any thing in the character of a fellow-sinner, 
whose dust has been laid in the grave, likely to 
do good by way of example, it may be well to 
record it in a simple manner; but I like to see a 
text on a tomb-stone and though I have read in­
scribed there a hundred times over, “Blessed 
are the dead that die in the Lord,” yet the 
words affect my mind more profitably, and send 
me away with a deeper and more abiding sense 
of the realities of an eternal word, than the fin­
est inscription on the finest monument in West­
minster Abbey.
1 once read, on a tablet raised over the re ­
mains of a faithful minister of the gospel, a glo­
rious epitaph. It described the man to the 
life and the sanctified effect of his labours, in 
the following words, taken from the eleventh 
chapter of the Acts of the Apostles: “He was a 
good man, and full of the Holy Ghost; and of 
faith; and much people was added unto the 
Lord,”
Old Humphrey has now said enough about 
epitaphs; for perhaps you may not be so fond of 
churchyards and tombstones as he is; however 
this may be, we shall each of us put up the pray­
er, “Lord, make me to know mine end, and the 
measure of my days, what it is; that I may know 
how frail I am. Behold, thou hast made my 
days as a handbreadth, and mine age is as noth­
ing before thee, verily every man at his best 
state is altogether vanity,” Ps. xxxix. 4, 5.— 
Sunday School Visiter.
GIVE MINUTE INSTRUCTION.
In the year 1332, the writer of this was in 
Kent, Litchfield county, Conn. A man about 
eighty years of age, visited the town, and came 
to the house where I was staying, and asked me 
to accompany him to a house in the vicinity 
where he spent his childhood. It was a venera­
ble mansion, and every object about the dwell­
ing excited some interest in the aged man, who 
had come, as he said; “to pay his last visit to 
the place where his parents had prayed for 
him.”
Not far from the dwelling, ran the wandering 
Housatonic, in which the father of the aged 
visitant was drowned, when his son was about 
four^years old. The circumstances of that event 
and some tender reminiscences were related as 
we were slowly making our way towards the 
dwelling. A knock on the door brought the 
lady of the house, to answer the inquiry. “May 
we come in and see your dwelling?” We were 
made welcome, lhe aged visitant observed 
that he should like to visit the rooms below and 
then go up stairs. On entering one, he said, 
“This is the room in which we attended family 
prayers and after the death of my father, my 
mother prayed with us every morning and even­
ing. There is the place where she sat as we 
read the Bible together and she kneeled down 
and prayed.”
On going to the head of the stairs and open­
ing a door into a chamber he remarked,—“Soon 
after the death of my father, my mother led 
me to the chamber and said, Sammy, you must 
come here every day, and pray ‘to your father 
in heaven.’ She said, ‘John; you must gc/ to 
that chamber, Edward to that.” I never shall 
forget this counsel of my mother.”
the top ot the mound is a square stone pillar,—• 
or rather a high pedestal, surmounted by an 
immense lion, resting one foot upon a globe, and 
presenting a fine appearance not only from thd 
plain below, but from a great distance in every 
direction.
Every one, who has the heart of a Christian 
or a philanthropist within him, carl readily con­
ceive that, as I stood over this grave-yard of 
two mighty armies, and looked, first at the 
ground and then at the place of battle, I was 
oppressed bysuch a throng of rushing thoughts 
as can never be adequately expressed, and that 
when I descended from this watch-tower of 
death and walked slowly away I could not help 
exclaiming, O Lord, what is man? What is he 
in his ambition, in his wrath, in the pride of 
his power, in his ciuelty to his own flesh, and 
in his contempt of the law and authority of his 
God?
Here, it has been said, was the great battle 
of emancipation fought on the 18th of June, 
1815. Whether it was such I shall not now- 
stop to inquire. Sure I am that the results of 
that murderous conflict have not answered the 
expectations of many enlightened Christian pa­
triots, who rejoiced in the mighty downfall 
which it immediately occasioned. And is that 
really the very spot on which the most remark­
able man of his age staked his diadem, and in 
defence of which so many thousands of the brav­
est of the brave poured out their blood? Is it 
true history, or is it fable, that I have so often 
read? How calm and peaceful is every thing 
now; as if the breath of mortal strife had never 
caused so much as a leaf to tremble? How- 
bright is that sun which looks down upon it to­
day? Did the instruments of death ever inter­
cept those beams? Did the sun of Waterloo 
ever mourn over the carnage of a great battle? 
Now, in conscious security, the peasantry are 
there at their work. The ripening harvest is 
there; and soon will the reapers be there, to ga­
ther it in and return with joy, bringing their 
sheaves with them.
But the truth cannot be controverted. Acel­
dama is the proper name of that field. For 
there two mighty armies met, steel to steel.—• 
There, flying from rank to rank, went forth the 
note of preparation, and the warhdrse “pawed 
in the valley, and went on to meet the armed 
men.” There broke forth “the thunder of the 
captains, and the shouting: and there were the 
garments rolled in blood.” There was the 
shock of those veterans who had conquered 
Europe, on one side; and those of lion-hearts 
who, from the cliffs of their own little island, 
had bid defiance to the conqueror,on the other. 
There raged, from hour to hour of awful un­
certainty, that iron storm which threatened to 
bear down every living thing into the dust.— 
There thousands upon thousands fell to rise no 
more. From that gory field went up the voices 
of the wounded and the dying, and entered in­
to the ears of Him who hath said “Vengeance 
is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.” There 
the victor in a hundred battles played his last
From the Christian Observer.
VISIT OF AN AMERICAN GENTLEMAN TO 
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO.
Brussels, July, 1835.
I have just returned from Waterloo. “And 
what motive had you, now, after the lapse of 
twenty years, in going to the battle-field of 
Waterloo?” I must confess I do not certainly 
know. Perhaps it was because the powers of 
Europe have been so ungailant as not to 
fight so great a battle since; and where else 
could I go? Perhaps it was to gratify an idle 
and questionable curiosity to see the place 
where the two greatest captains of the age met; 
and where so many thousands of brave men fell.
Perhaps it was because nobody ever thinks of 
coming to Brussels without visiting Waterloo.
Perhaps it was that I might have something to I Sanie; far at the close of that day the star of
write and talk about. Perhaps it was that I I 
might be able to say I have been there; just as ness 
a gentleman, whom I met the other day in the 
Pantheon at Paris was induced to go down into 
the tomb of the great men there; and just as 
travellers go to a thousand other places, which 
they care as little about as he did about Rous­
seau orVo’.taire. Or perhaps it was,that,standing 
on the field ot battle, I might deepen the ab­
horrence which I have long felt and cherished 
of war in all its aspect of slaughter and suffering 
and crime. Charity would hope that this last 
than 
or not
I have been to Waterloo—and my soul is sick!
Ihe distance from Brussels is twelve miles.
The road lies nearly half the way through a ve­
ry thick and tall beech forest. At the time of 
the great battle it was much moreextensive than 
it is now. Large tracts of it have been recent­
ly cleared up; and the process of bringing the 
land under cultivation in its varous states re­
minded me more of what one every where meets 
with in the newly settled parts of the United 
States, than I ever dreamed of seeing in one of 
theold countries of Europe.
As you approach Waterloo, women and chil­
dren sally out, with maps, and charts, and relics.
One wants to sell you a bullet; another offers 
you a grape-shot; another, a brass eagle, such 
as the French cavalry wore on their helmets ; 
another, a small piece of a bomb-shell; and so 
on. 1 he only relic which 1 brought away was 
a piece of charcoal from the farm-house of Hu- 
goumont that was burnt, full of the wounded, 
during the engagement. This I value the more, 
as I feel quite sure it was not manufactured for 
th e occasion.
In some respects the field of Waterloo has 
undergone considerable changes since the bat­
tle. A part of the forest through which Blu- 
cher brought his Prussians into the action, has 
been cut down: as has also another small forest 
on the right wing of the British army where the 
battle raged with the most horrible fury and 
slaughter. But the greatest alteration has been 
made by the erection of an immense mound, or 
rather pyramid, of earth very near the British 
centre. To build this pyramid which is nearly 
one third of a mile in circumference at the base 
and about two hundred feet high, the ground 
has been taken away, to the depth of several 
feet for a great distance so as to reduce the 
most commanding point of Wellington's posi­
tion to a dead level. This, it is said, military 
men regard as a kind of sacrilege which they 
will not soon forget or forgive.
At first 1 felt a little inclined to complain of 
it too; when I came to ascend to the top of the 
mound and to see what a perfect map there 
lies spread out before you of the whole scene of 
action; and especially when I came to look east­
ward and westward, and northward and south­
ward, over one of the most fertile and lovely 
landscapes that ever my eyes beheld; I confess 
I was glad the pyramid had been raised, even 
at whatever expense of military taste.—Upon
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motive had more influence on my mind 
either of the others. But whether it had i
Napoleon went dowa“into the blackness of dark- 
forever.”
“It was a glorious battle!” So said the war­
rior; so said the politician- so said the moralist, 
so said the republican; so said the Christian; so 
said the united voice of England and America.' 
But, as a Christian, as a philanthropist, as a 
man, I protest against this decision. Before 
heaven and earth I protest against it. There is 
no true glory in slaying forty thousand men in 
one day, and maiming as many more. That ter­
rible battle ought never to have been fought.—• 
Does any one meet me here, and say it was 
necessary? Who, I demand, created that ne­
cessity? It was the work of man, and not of 
God. Nothing but human depravity could ever 
have made such a battle necessary. I do not 
undertake to decide where the guilt lay; that is 
quite another question. But war is an incar­
nate demon; war is wholesale murder and it is 
impossible for murder to come from Him who 
hath said “Thou shall not kill.” The field of 
Waterloo ought never to have been heard of by 
the civilized world; and were the principles of 
the Christian religion to control the councils of 
states and kingdoms, no such murderous con­
flict would ever again disgrace the pages of his­
tory.
But still, it was a glorious victory! It was 
glorious to be wounded there, to die there; 
and to be buried there was to sleep in the bed 
of glory \ It was glorious intelligence that flew 
from nation to nation, and from continent to 
continent! Yes, it was as glorious as the 
slaughter of Jorty thousand men could make it! 
For when the news reached England, as I well 
remember to have read in the journals, the Park 
and tower guns were fired, and there was great 
public feasting and rejoicing throughout the 
land. Yes, there was a flood of glory. But, 
oh! was there nothing else! Where were the 
widows, and parents, and sisters, and orphans 
of those whodied at Waterloo? Could the roar 
of cannon and the ringing of hells assuage their 
grief ? Could the general ^rejoicing bring back 
to them their husbands, fathers, sons, and broth­
ers! Glorious as that great victory was in the 
eyes of the nation, it was tears and agony andr 
death, to the bereaved.
Is war, then, never justifiable ? Let those 
who believe that it is, prove it from the New 
Testament, if they can. I know that the often- 
er some conscientious men attempt it, the more 
difficult do they find the task. But one thing 
is certain—war is directly contrary to the whole 
scope and spirit of the Gospel. It could never 
take place, were the great law of love, as it 
ought to be, the great law of nations. No bat­
tle was ever fought, or ever will be, without in­
volving the guilt of murder. It may be on one 
side, or on both; but the stain of blood-guilti­
ness is certainly there, and no rivers can wash 
it out. How fearful, then, must be the respon­
sibility of whetting the sword upon a point of 
honor, or making aggressive war, under any 
circumstances whatever. And how will those 
professed disciples of the Prince of peace, who
